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Owner, Jennifer Long Riordan (left)
Bentley Hair and Beauty Salon 43 E. Oak St. - Chicago

TICK E T S

$10 $15 FREE
PRESALE @DOOR 12 & UNDER

JULY 12-14

PRODIGALS

THE

DEREK

ADDITIONAL ACTS INCLUDE

AND THE

YOUNG

WARFIELD TONES
WOLFE

*

DUSTBOWL

REVIVAL
HOUSE OF

HAMILL

BYRNE

BROTHERS*

TUPELO

*

SHANE

HENNESSY
*

McPEAKE

*

RORY MAKEM

irishfestchicago.com

FRI 6pm–12am | SAT 12pm–12am
SUN 12pm–11pm | RAIN OR SHINE

The Boils
The Chancey Brothers
Coyote Riot
Daymark
The Dirty Wellies
The Joyce Boys
Irish Heritage Singers
Larkin and Moran
Brothers
Shannon Rovers Irish
Pipe Band
Kennedy’s Kitchen
Jim Sullivan and Friends
Trinity Irish Dancers
AND DOZENS OF THE BEST MUSICAL
GROUPS AND DANCE SCHOOLS
CHICAGO HAS TO OFFER! PLUS KIDS’
AREA, DANCE LESSONS, MUSIC
DEMOS, CONTESTS AND CULTURAL
ACTIVITIES AND PROGRAMS

*DIRECT FROM IRELAND

Irish American Heritage Center
4626 NORTH KNOX AVE. CHICAGO | (773)282-7035
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Volunteers in Dalkey Restore 1943 WWII Sign
The restoration of this World War II sign,
designed to help WWII pilots navigate Ireland, took Dalkey Tidy Towns volunteers
six tough months and 1700 hours of manual
work to complete.
Once they found the first letter (R), they
lifted, cleaned and replaced 100 tons of
the original stones - all perfectly put back
on site. 'Fantastic effort by our DTT Team
with exceptional support and advice from
Roadstone, SIKA Paint Ireland, AIB, Hedderman Financial, USBancorp, Salesforce.com,
and Dalkey Tidy Towns mentor, Dr. Michael
Kennedy RIA and Military Archives, RTE and
the Irish Times.

In 1943, there were 83 EIRE signs, all
numbered, placed every 20 miles or so
around Ireland's entire coastline. Built as
WWII navigational aids mostly for the US
Air Force in the later stages of the War,
only about FIVE have fully survived today.
DTT restored EIRE No.7 exactly as it was in
1943 for all to enjoy. Built originally by the
eleven men stationed at nearby Sorrento
Park in Look Out Post No.7, these required
100 tons of stones to fill the sign - large
enough to be seen from 10,000 ft.
Dalkey Tidy Towns is organizing an official
commemoration event with the Defence
Forces for some time later this Summer.
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www.Aishlingcare.com

Non - Medical
Companion
Home Care
708-361-7845

Medication Reminders Errands Doctor / Physical Therapy Visits

HOME HEALTHY HAPPY
Do you know someone or are you a

FAMILY
FRIENDLY

OPEN LUNCH & DINNER EVERYDAY. LIVE MUSIC NIGHTLY
Southside home of
Book your Graduation

Traditional Irish Music

John Williams sessions Tues, Wed, Friday & Sat
Early learners session Wednesday

Get Lucky at Clancy’s!

$5 Free Gaming Play OR $3 Off food order
$10 Minimum Purchase, dine-in only

Limit one per person. Not valid with any other offer
including $10 Mad Monday pizza special. Management
may revoke promotion at any time.
Must present original coupon.

First-Time Home Buyer?
See if you qualify for up to

party or catering now!

Be the party hit and bring our
famous Pot Roast Rolls or Irish
Spring Rolls. 24 pc trays $24

19,500

$

in home buyer assistance*.

Marquette Bank Affordable Housing Foundation
Up to $6,000 available for qualified buyers.

Downpayment Plus® Program

Clancy’s is a family friendly Irish Pub with
great thin crust pizza, Corned beef, Pot
roast, Fish & Chips, Shepherds Pie and of
course our famous Pot Roast Rolls and
Irish Spring Rolls. Please join us.

Up to $6,000 available for qualified buyers.

1 Home Illinois Program
st

Up to $7,500 available for qualified buyers.

Learn more:
emarquettebank.com/WelcomeHome

1-888-254-9500
*Programs are based on eligibility requirements including: income, geographic and
other restrictions. Eligible buyers must qualify for each program separately.
All home financing subject to credit approval.
Member

FDIC

NMLS #462926
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Healy Scanlon Law

This is the next of a series of columns on how the law can impact
your life. The articles will focus on various aspects of the law
relating to personal injuries, those that happen both on-the-job
and otherwise, including mishaps which occur in driving vehicles,
using products, and receiving medical care. The column will also
respond to legal questions relating to personal injury that are
sent to us.
Healy Scanlon Law Firm is comprised of eight trial attorneys and
four “Of Counsel” attorneys, two of whom are from Ireland. We
are located downtown at 111 W. Washington Street, Suite 1425,
Chicago, Illinois 60602 (800-922-4500 or 312-977-0100) (overlooking
Daley Center). www.HealyScanlon.com. The firm concentrates in
the representation of injured victims of all types of accidents.
Readers are encouraged to call or write with questions concerning
personal injury law.
Social Networking:
Even Private Things Are Public
In the last decade social networking has changed how we interact, advertise and learn. What
started as a younger generation’s
means of communicating has
evolved to all ages and encompasses everything from sports to
news to hobbies of all kinds. As social networking has expanded far
beyond anyone’s wildest dreams,
consequences have begun to come
into play. Today, the news is filled
with stories of ordinary citizens,
celebrities and athletes losing
their job over present or past social media posts that have come
to light. In this article, we will
discuss privacy on social media
and how it has impacted litigation.
Many of us believe we can limit
the amount of information about
ourselves that is publically available on the Internet. The use of
privacy settings on social networking web sites like Facebook,
Myspace, Twitter, and LinkedIn
may provide users a false sense of
security about what information
can be shielded from public view.
Setting your account to “private”

Their story
created yours.
Show Mom & Dad their
story matters with an
unforgettable gift.
Learn more at
memoirforme.com

may make you feel as though your
Internet activity is protected.
However, in reality, if you use social networking websites, there is
likely some information about you
available to the public, probably
more than you realize.
Facebook and Privacy
Through its privacy options,
Facebook allows you to make
most of the information you share
private, but the user must decide
what level of privacy to attach.
You can choose to share information with the public, with all of
your “friends,” or with certain
people but not others.
However, even when a user sets
Facebook’s privacy settings to the
most restrictive settings available,
the public can still see certain
information such as that user’s
name, profile pictures, gender,
username and ID number, and even
comments made on public websites through a Facebook plug-in.
In addition, comments you leave
on other people’s status updates,
as well as photos, links, videos or
other information that you send
to friends or post to your friends’
profile pages may also be available

PERIODICAL

to the public regardless of your
own privacy settings. Information
may also be available if a friend
has “tagged” you in a photograph
or status update.
While you have the ability to
control most of the information
made public on your particular
user profile through your privacy
settings, so do your friends. Once
you send it, the information you
post or send to your friends is no
longer subject to your own privacy settings. Rather, whether the
information you send to a friend
using Facebook is publicly available is controlled by your friend’s
privacy settings. In fact, the information you send to friends may
remain publically available even
after you delete your account. In
sum, do not expect content that
is about you, but controlled by
someone else, to remain private.
How courts have
gotten involved
In the last few years, concerns
over social media privacy have
increasingly crept into the legal
setting. However, courts have
generally held that social media
users do not have an expectation
of privacy. Courts have found that
users should be aware the information they post is not confidential because the privacy policies
inform users that information
may become publically
available.
Courts rely on these
privacy policies despite
the fact that very few
users actually read them.
Privacy policies and data
use policies are often difficult to locate on a web

FOR SALE

site, and most of these policies are
even more difficult to read and understand once a user finds them.
Social media in personal
injury and other litigation
In the past, if an insurance
company wanted to see if a
personal injury plaintiff was following his doctor’s restrictions,
it would have to hire a private
investigator who would attempt
to follow the plaintiff and obtain
compromising photographs. Now,
some plaintiffs do the insurance
companies work for them and
post pictures on social media
sites which, particularly when
taken out of context, can be very
damaging to their case. Likewise,
any comments about the accident
or lawsuit can be used against a
party to a lawsuit. The law on this
topic is very new, but there have
been instances of a judge ordering
a party to a lawsuit to download
their entire social media account
and hand it over to the other side.
The best advice to social media
users can be found on Facebook’s
own website: “Always think before you post, especially because
information you share on Facebook can be copied or re-shared
by anyone who can see it.”
At Healy Scanlon we advise
our clients about the potential
downsides of posting anything
on social media concerning their claims.
In today’s world it is
advice worth taking.
By:
Martin Healy, Jr.
(pictured above)
& Dennis M. Lynch
Retiring Soon!

Selling Well Established In - Home
Non-Medical Senior Care Company
A+rating BBB
15+ years in business
Tremendous reputation
Turnkey Operation
Serious inquiries only :
Please e-mail ttcon6@gmail.com
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Rattlin’ of the Joists 20th Annual Bloomsday
Celebration: Has it Really Been Twenty Years?
Rattlin’ of the Joists has been celebrating Bloomsday, named for James Joyce’s
novel Ulysses’ central character, Leopold
Bloom, for 2 decades with readings,
music and song. We have looked at the
man, his life and his works. We have gone
on culinary journeys and erotic journeys.
We have covered the dirty bits and the
blasphemous bits. We have even, on occasion, followed Alice down the rabbit
hole of meanings and references behind
the sometimes(?) incomprehensible text.
Based at the Irish American Heritage
Center we have over the years taken
versions of our show to Celtic Fest, the
Newberry Library, The WIP Theatre and
Irish Fest Milwaukee. Highlights down
the years include stage adaptations
of excerpts, music of Joyce concert,
bus tour around Chicago following the
wanderings of it’s protagonists across
Dublin acting out vignettes at different

locations, and taking part in the first
ever global reading of Ulysses - in its
entirety - in one day. Given that Ulysses
famously celebrates a single day, there
was a special appropriateness in that
endeavor organized by the Joyce Center,
Dublin, in 2013.
Join our actors, singers and musicians
on an odyssey through our own ‘Best
of Joyce’ from 20 years of celebrating
Bloomsday, on Sunday 16th June 2019 at
2PM at the Irish American Heritage Center (IAHC), 4626 N Knox Ave, Chicago.
Featuring Rattlin’ of the Joists’ regulars: Kevin Cassidy, Brigid Duffy, Brendan
Gregg, Josephine Craven
Tenor: Mark Piekarz
Harpist: Aislinn Gagliardi
Otherss: tbd
Tickets are $10 in advance or $15 at
the door. www://irish-american.org
773-282-7035, ext. 10

Pictured: The first Bloomsday performance, 20 years ago, featured Josephine
Craven, and Colm McCann.

We Get Letters
To Cliff Carlson and the
Irish American News staff:
I am very pleased to read that for at
least the second year in a row the Irish
American Hall of Fame Committee has
been able to nearly equitably distribute
the honors with females and males both
sharing! Glory be! May fairness and all
good sense continue to shine on the
future committees. (Even a ‘rad’ like
Dorothy Day was selected. Hallelujah!)
Additionally, I would like to compliment Irish American News on its constant
expansion and inclusion policy. Sure,
writers like Boyle, Brady and Houli are

not always pleasant reading but they do
represent facets of the Irish community
at large and therefore should continue
to be published.
In March I reproduced the Estelle Shanley “F Bomb” column and shared it inside
all my St. Patrick’s Day cards! Hilarious
antidotes! Her April column regarding the
church was also on target.
You’ve also started including photos of
our WPNA radio show hosts, who some
have never met. Thank you for all the
enjoyment reading the IAN, BRINGS
Gratefully,
Judy Dever,
Longtime IAHC member
Canaryville resident
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another.” “Ireland is Second Country to declare
Climate Emergency” was
the “take” on RTE, the
national broadcaster.
By Sean Farrell
The facts were more
prosaic. On May 6 anThere is No Planet B:
other UN report on the
The “Climate Emergency”
environment caught the
STOP PRESS! As I write Teresa May has headlines – this one on biodiversity sugjust announced her resignation. Her succes- gesting that upwards of one million animal
sor is likely to be a much more hard line and plant species were threatened with
“Brexiteer,” which does not bode well for extinction, with the causes laid firmly at
Ireland. A hard Brexit threatens. More next humanity’s door. The report identified five
time. More also on the European and local main accelerative causes of species loss:
election results where early poll indications habitat loss through urban expansion,
are that Green candidates are polling well. overfishing, burning of fossil fuels, polluting
This last is hardly surprising. Climate land and water through dumping waste and
change has gripped the headlines in recent the proliferation of invasive species. There
months. And our politicians have not been followed the usual sorrow and anger proslow to seize the day – after a fashion. nouncements from the climate lobby, which
“Ireland becomes Second Country in the happened to dovetail on this occasion with
World to declare Climate Emergency” a May 9 Dail debate on the report of the
proclaimed one headline on May 10. “Gov- Parliamentary Climate Change Committee,
ernment declares Climate Emergency” read which included forty recommendations for
action .
Cue a Fianna Fail amendment to the consensus report, endorsing the Committee’s report and additionally
declaring “a climate and
biodiversity emergency.
“ Unsurprisingly this was
agreed to by all parties
without a vote. The Minister
(Richard Bruton) and opposition spokesmen welcomed
the amendment, which,
however, did not specify
what the phrase meant and
did not bind the government
to taking any action. Indeed
only six TDs were present
when the amendment was
For Booking: www.celticratpack.com adopted, none from Fianna

From the
Motherland

Fail (the Greens were obliged to move it).
The seriousness and significance of the
motion can perhaps best be assessed by
the fact that on May 1 Britain became the
FIRST country to declare an” environment
and climate emergency.” This when the
House of Commons, which remains deadlocked over the most serious issue facing
the country since World War Two –Brexit –
adopted, without a vote, a motion tabled
by no less a luminary than Labour leader
Jeremy Corbyn ,who declared its adoption a
“huge step forward.” His initiative followed
a week of protests mounted by an environmental activist group, Extinction Rebellion,
which had seriously disrupted traffic and
movement in central London.
There are essentially two ways of considering the latest development here.
The sanguine approach is to regard this as
another step in sensitising public opinion
to the reality of climate change and the
urgent need to take whatever action Ireland
can to do our bit to save the planet. There
have been various pronouncements by successive governments since the Nineties on
the need for action and warm endorsement
of the EU’s ambitious goals for reducing
Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2020 and
again by 2030 and beyond. The Citizens’
Assembly – derided initially but which is
acknowledged to have played a significant
role in clearing the air and clarifying the
Abortion issue – has deliberated and made
recommendations on Climate Change. And
now there is the consensus report and recommendations from the all-party Climate
Change Committee. In recent years there
has been the successful tax on plastic shopping bags- the “witches’ knickers” of urban
legend – and the equally successful smoking
ban in pubs and workplaces – proof positive
that the Irish public can, when convinced,
act for the greater good.
The other approach is to see the resolution as hollow and hypocritical and as
epitomising all that is wrong with Irish
politics, and, because it is rooted in cynicism, might well damage the prospects for
achieving the necessary popular support for
the tough measures needed if Ireland is ever
to achieve its GHG reduction goals. Stephen
Collins, former chief political editor of the
Irish Times, in an excellent piece on May
16, described the declaration as “pure guff”
and went on to contrast the reality to the
fine words being spoken. The article is well
worth a read. Google it. In it he raised the
additional concern that it would add “to
the corrosive cynicism about politics which
is fuelling anti-democratic forces across
Europe.” Amen to that.
Brexit apart, there is no doubt that the
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“Climate Challenge” has now become the
sexy political topic here and is likely to
remain high profile for quite some time. For
the Greens it is a lifeline. For the political
opposition generally it is heaven sent – a
golden political stick with which to beat
the government now and for a long time to
come. It is simply not going to be possible
to meet the ambitious targets proposed
without considerable pain where it will hit
most, i.e. in the pocket. Already the Minister has flagged that Ireland’s failure to meet
its 2020 targets for cuts (20% designated,
1% the expected outcome) may well require
the government to spend up to €150 million
to purchase “ carbon credits” to offset the
national failure to meet the 20% target.
And more to come should the country fail
to meet the even more ambitious targets
for 2030. This is taxpayers’ money that
could have been used elsewhere in cash
strapped areas of which we have more
than enough. Expect the opposition, particularly the left, to make hay on this one.
The climate issue was widely aired on the
doorsteps in the recent local and European elections, and featured prominently in
the televised debates between candidates
where it became evident that battle lines
were being drawn on the first practical
step – the Carbon Tax issue. This, affecting
most fossil fuels is generally recognised as
the measure most likely to get results in
terms of cutting consumption (for results
look at the hiking of cigarette prices and the
pending minimum unit pricing for alcohol).
But, and it’s a big but, Carbon Tax will bear
most heavily on those on lower incomes
and rural dwellers. Sinn Fein and the left
are opposed to any increase, calling for
significant and substantial exemptions. But
then who would pay? Memories of the water
charge debacle are still fresh.
The Government and the mainstream
parties have had the wit to see the looming
danger, with Leo Varadkar suggesting the
way to proceed is to develop a consensus
approach among politicians, thus “bringing
the public along”. With one eye on the
protests in France, and mindful of the mini
rural revolt here before the last budget, he
has also floated the idea that any increase
in carbon tax should be funneled back
to the pocket in some way, rather than
be subsumed into general taxation. Just
how this would work is unclear. Certainly
refunding money helped draw a line under
the Irish Water mess, but this would be a
different animal. Higher fuel costs should
curb consumption, but the benefits could
be negated if a bookkeeping exercise was
all that was needed to get the money back.
Let’s watch this one. Big Boys’ Games, Leo.
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Gaelic Athletic Association Community Calendar
Sponsored by
Chicago Irish Culture and Sports
(CICS) is a community based volunteer organization promoting Gaelic
Games and Irish culture in Chicagoland. For Information connect on
Facebook @CICS Gaelic Sports.
CICS Inaugural Event
•6-20- Kids Cúl Camp Chicago, 3
Day Gaelic Football Skills Camp!
June 20th – 22nd @ Peterson Park.
5801 N Pulaski Rd, Chicago, IL 60646.
Drop Off Classes, No experience
necessary. Complimentary O’Neill’s
Jersey & O’Neill’s Water bottle for
the first 60 children to sign up!
Thu & Fri, 9.30 am – 1.30pm, Sat;
10.00 am -1.00pm. ALL KIDS welcome, No club affiliation necessary.
$50.00/child, $100/Family. Contact
secretary.cics@gmail.com to register. (If your child attends a public
school and cannot make Thursday
20th, we will still hold their spot.)
James Joyce
Gaelic Football Club
•We are seeking young men 15
years + interested in learning and
playing Gaelic Football for their
2019 season. No experience necessary. 773-678-7099 or email jamesjoycegfc@gmail.com if interested.
•JUNE 21: Join Joyce’s & Aisling
Gaels for a J1 Welcome Night at
Kerrryman! @ 9pm Drink Deals & DJThe Best Night of the Summer!! The
Kerryman, 661 N Clark St, Chicago,
IL 60654
•We are holding a Northside Tournament this summer – stay tuned!
•Follow us on Facebook &
Instagram @jamesjoycegfc
Aisling Gaels Ladies
Gaelic Football Club
•Ladies’ Outdoor Training has
started for the Aisling Gaels. Come
join us every Tuesday and Thursday,
6:30pm to 8:00 pm @ Winnemac
Park. 5100 N Leavitt St, Chicago, IL
60625. All Welcome ages 15 years +
still recruiting for the 2019 Season,

No Experience Necessary.
•6-29 Aisling Gaels Annual Family
Fun Day! Carnival Games, GAA Workshop, Bouncy Castle, Face Painting,
Tug Of War etc. From 1:00-4:00pm
in Caldwell Woods @ The Picnic
Grove 6350 W Devon Ave, Chicago,
IL 60646. Everyone Welcome, Great
Fun for All Ages!!
•Join us Aisling Gaels & The James
Joyce’s for a J1 Welcome Night in
The Kerrryman! 6-21 @ 9pm Drink
Deals & DJ- The Best Night of the
Summer!! The Kerryman: 661 N Clark
St, Chicago, IL 60654
•Follow us on Facebook @Aisling
Gaels – Ladies Gaelic Football or
aislinggaeslchicago@gmail.com.
Limerick Hurling Club
•6-9: John Hunt Memorial Cup.
The Senior hurling season kicks off
at Gaelic Park at 3pm Between Limerick Hurling Club & Cú Chulainns.
•Hurling training is in Winnemac
Park; 5100 N Leavitt St, Chicago, IL
60625. Every Wednesday & Friday
from 6:30pm-8:00p.m.
Chicago Celtics Youth
Gaelic Football Club
•Youth Outdoor Training Wednesday’s @ Maryville Academy 1150
River Road, Des Plaines. Ages 6-18.
Everyone Welcome!
•Follow us on Facebook
@Chicago Celtic Youth GFC.
Windy City Gaels
Youth Club
•Outdoor training @ Peterson Park,
5801 N Pulaski Rd, Chicago, IL 60646
Running every Wednesday from
6.30pm -8pm Ages 4-18 years old.
•Windy City Gaels offers a special
Learn and Play Gaelic Football in our
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Nursery Program each Wednesday
from June 12th to July 24th 6:45pm
to 7:45pm. No experience needed. Open to children 4-7 years old
learning the game for the first time
@ Peterson Park 5801 N Pulaski Rd,
Chicago, IL 60646.
•6-22 Join us for a night of fun at

our Western Dinner Dance! @ The
Irish American Heritage Center, 4626
N Knox, Chgo, IL 60630. Party kicks
off at 6:00pm For Tickets, Sponsorship and more information please
contact: Eileen Ryan (773) 443-2847
or Windycitygaels@gmail.com.
Facebook @Windy City Gaels.

Milwaukee Irish Fest Summer School
Program Announces Over 50 Class Options

Early Bird Discount Available
and Amy Richter, to teach on a variety of
on Select Classes until June 15 topics, from ceili dancing to Irish language,

MILWAUKEE: From August 12 to 16, kids
and adults are invited to experience a week
of hands-on learning at the Milwaukee Irish
Fest Summer School. This year’s Summer
School, held the week leading into Milwaukee Irish Fest, features over 50 classes
that showcase the rich music, culture,
art, history and traditions of Ireland, Irish
America and other Celtic nations.
Whether you’re a beginner or seasoned
musician, advance your skills with music
classes that focus on a variety of Celtic
music styles and instrumentation. From
bodhrán to fiddle, from guitar to singing,
there are opportunities for every one of all
ages and musical capabilities.
Some notable music classes, taught by
world-renowned musicians include:
• Fiddle Variation, Innovation & Improvisation – Fergal Scahill of We Banjo 3
• Irish Guitar: Backing, Flatpicking and
Fingerstyle – Shane Hennessy
• Songs of Peace – Tommy Sands
The Summer School also recruits professional local instructors, such as Randy Gosa

bodhrán, guitar and more.
Cultural class highlights include:
• Celtic Calligraphy
• Sean-nos dance
• Roots Into Words: Writing Your Irish
Memoir
Seo Linn, a contemporary Irish group
from Ireland, also returns to lead the
Celtic Kids camp in a unique, fun program
exploring singing, rhythm and language.
Kids ages 7 to 12 will have the opportunity
to learn Irish music through vocal exercises,
drumming and song. The Celtic Kids Camp
runs Tuesday, August 13 through Thursday,
August 15 at the CelticMKE Center in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin.
Only have a half day? Sampler and workshop classes are available on Friday morning
(August 16), with topics ranging from Celtic
spirituality to Irish music. The Kane Sisters,
part of the Milwaukee Irish Fest Galway
showcase, will teach a fiddle workshop and
Fiona Fitzsimons returns with her popular
Irish Genealogy workshop.
Classes held at the CelticMKE Center.
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Derry - On Or
Off The Rails?
Sinead O’Shea’s documentary,
A Mother Brings Her Son to Be
Shot, released in cinemas last
September, provides a harrowing
vision of Creggan, a working class
area in Derry City. Filmed over five
years, the documentary is a longitudinal observation of a family,
the O’Donnells, who live in an area
that is alarmingly disaffected by
the post-Troubles political reality
in Northern Ireland.
The story of Majella O’Donnell
and Philip O’Donnell, mother and
son, and the trauma they undergo
when Majella accepts the demand
of paramilitaries in Derry to bring
her son to be shot as a ‘punishment’ for his involvement with
drugs, provides the context of
the film. Yet it is Philip’s younger
brother, Kevin Barry, who becomes
the irresistible focus of the film.
This is attributable to the profound self-assurance that the boy
has on screen, his striking worldliness for one so young as well as
the near certainty, apparent in
the opening shot of the film, that
he will become embroiled in the
violence that many prefer to think
of as confined to the past.
Thus the film charts Kevin Barry’s descent into the same quagmire as his brother. Hugh Brady, a
Republican who has been expelled
from the movement and who
now acts as a community leader,
says about Kevin Barry mid-way
through the film: ‘If it takes a
fright…to make him see that what
he is doing is wrong, I would be
quite happy. As long as it’s only a
fright’. Three men subsequently
set upon Kevin Barry, and beat
him up badly.
O’Shea says to Kevin Barry in
interview: ‘Somebody said to me
that you were in trouble…they said
maybe it wouldn’t be the worst
thing if you got a fright’. To which
Kevin Barry replies: ‘A fright? Are
you having a laugh? Fuck sake,

my whole life has been a fright.
Men at my door with AK 47s and
machine guns when I was only
about nine’.
Something still more galling
is to come when O’Shea asks
Kevin Barry if he would prefer
to have the ‘Troubles’ back. He
replies: ‘Fuckin’ right. I am fed up,
bored, there is nothing around this
place…everyone would…all people
my age’.
Many of the angry, grief-stricken responses to the murder of
the young journalist and author
Lyra McKee in Derry on April 18
expressed hope that her killing
would spark an urgent rethink
in N. Irish politics lest there be
a recrudescence of violence. In
the North, it does not take long
for political reality to reduce
optimism on such matters. The
widespread disgust at McKee’s
murder was not sufficient to
prevent Independent Republican
Gary Donnelly from topping the
poll in the Moor district of Derry in
the council elections held on May
2nd. Donnelly has fallen far short
of condemning dissident Republicans, one of whom is responsible
for killing McKee. Donnelly also
callously characterized McKee’s
behavior in the lead up to her murder as ‘reckless’ (she had merely
been reporting the riot and the
face-off between the police and
denizens of Creggan). Even so,
Donnelly won his seat comfortably.
The root of the hope harbored
by such as Kevin Barry for a return
to violence, as pathetic and tragic
as it is, needs understanding.
Barry’s perspective that ‘there
is nothing around this place’ for
young people forms as eloquent an
argument as any for concentrating
as much governmental effort and
public finance as possible on educational opportunities.
Fortunately, Eamonn McCann
was also elected on May 2nd as
a new councillor for Derry and
Strabane. McCann is indefatigable
in his commitment to social justice
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in Derry, and he will certainly try
to steer some of the £105 million
recently promised to Derry by the
UK Exchequer towards a radical
departure to succor the city.
It is clear that the University
of Ulster, which has systematically dis-invested its campus in
Derry, does not appreciate what
it has—rather it has overseen an
evisceration of its Derry campus
faculties and course offerings
despite Derry’s rich cultural and
historical heritage. Successive
administrators in UU have adopted identical tactics: promise
something substantial to the Derry
campus in 5 years or so, fail to
deliver and resign to enable the
cycle of deceit to repeat itself.
In response to this contempt, a
‘Derry University Group’ formed
more than 2 years ago, but so far it
has not succeeded in its aims, nor
is there evidence that politicians
feel pressured by it.
It is possible that some senior
figures in UU realize what is at
stake in destroying the integrity of
its Derry campus and do so anyway,
a course of action reminiscent of
the university’s pernicious politics
at its origin in the 1960s. Others
may not fully understand what is
at stake, in which case they are
undeserving of their leadership
positions. Either way, Derry’s dire
situation is an indictment on UU.
A recent instance of threatened cuts to UU’s Derry campus
is to CAIN, an invaluable archival
resource since 1997. If the cuts
proceed, radical action to rebuff
the university’s philistinism (or
worse) is necessary. An alternative
site to sustain the CAIN archive is
justified, and that move just might
form the initiatory momentum
required towards establishing an
independent university in Derry,
separate from UU.
One way to honor the memory
of Lyra McKee would be for a real
university to promote the study
of the brave and important work
that she did. Such a bold step
would not only honor McKee, it
would steer some young people
away from the brand of nihilism
espoused by the dissidents through
offering them broader third level
educational opportunities. Why
leave it until it is too late?
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Terry From Derry
by Terry Boyle

A dyslexic GodDyslexia is a
complicated thing to define.
People with dyslexia find it
difficult to decipher language
that makes sense to the rest
of us. Faced with a sentence,
words may appear as nonsense
and disordered even though the
same sentence makes perfect
sense. Conversely, those with
dyslexia might write nonsense
that makes sense to them but appears nonsensical to others. I’m
reminded of the old joke about
the dyslexic devil worshiper who
offers his soul to Santa. I think
dyslexia is a great metaphor for
understanding faith. For example, there are times when we
wish someone reading our texts
was dyslexic, especially when
the auto-correct decides to play
havoc with our good thoughts. I
think God must be dyslexic. How
can the creator see anything
good in humans, especially when
we are willfully committed to
destroy the planet we inhabit,
and blind ourselves to poverty
and injustice? Some of more sophisticated among us choose to
believe in a God tailored to suit
their prejudices and designed
to meet their every need. I am
not one of those. Theology, as
a subject, has always fascinated
me. For many people, religion
is anathema while for others it
forms the basis of community.
Billions of people in this world
claim to believe in something
greater than themselves; a creative force responsible for all
that there is, seen and unseen.
While there are just as many
people who believe that such
beliefs are outdated, primitive,
and unscientific. The unbeliever points to the wars fought,
and continue to be fought, in
the name of God. Conversely,
believers have been persecuted
by non-believers for believing
in a God. It is easy to point the
finger at the concept of faith and
accuse those who find a need

to believe in God as one of the
primary causes for our lack of
progress. With such a lopsided
view of faith, it’s no wonder
there is no wonder or mystery
in choosing to believe. When it
comes to dismissing the possibility of a God, the usual topics
are doled out; suffering, poverty,
war, religious intolerance, inequities, clerical abuse etc. The
list goes on and on ad infinitum.
With such a large arsenal of
damning evidence to negate the
existence of God, why continue
to believe? It’s a question that
haunts me daily as I struggle to
rationalize my own faith against
a host of perfectly sensible arguments. There are days when it
would be much easier to simply
give in, give up, and accept that
there is no God, but, I can’t.
For, to do so, would rob me of
so many wonderful things; such
as beauty, kindness, love, mercy
etc. Do I need to have a God to
enjoy these same things? No, but
a belief in God magnifies each of
these qualities in a way that not
only satisfies my mind but also
my soul. There is no doubt that
belief in God has inspired some
incredible works of art, amazing
architecture, transformed hearts
and brought comfort to countless
numbers of people. When religion is purged of intolerance,
power mongering, and stripped
back to the essential core, it’s
motivated by love. True religion
is about actions, not words, that
inspire us to hope. You don’t
need to surrender your brain in
order to believe in God. In my
opinion, there is no absolute
mantra of words or a particular
creed to adhere to. When it
comes to the different religions
in this world, it’s best to be dyslexic. Who cares if you get the
names mixed up, and read the
words incorrectly. True religion
advocates that the believer
be just, merciful and humble.
God, is probably as dyslexic as

we are when it comes to the
details. He/she/it has left us
a huge mystery to unfold, and
we can either spend our time
discriminating against those who
are not like us and separating
ourselves from them, or we can
live joyfully with our dyslexia
and read everything as an advocation towards inclusivity.
Dyslexics often have to guess at
the meaning of a sentence. They
need to re-arrange the words in
order to achieve clarity. Faith
requires us to be dyslexic. When
a verse appeals to self-righteousness or sectarianism, it should
not make sense. Jumble those
words around in your mind until
they reflect the true nature of
God. Everything makes sense
when we decipher language as
it is intended and reinterpret
any interpretation that excludes
or demeans others. Reinterpret
those words that emphasize
‘election’ or ‘chosen’ and see
them instead as the whole of
humanity and not the select few.
God must be dyslexic. How can
he not see the obvious signs of
a self-destructive race of beings
who are intent on destroying all
that is good? Is he blind to our
rampant exploitation? What
does he make of our tribalism
and the cruelty towards others?
God has to be dyslexic. God has

to be dyslexic in order to read
between the madness and and
see beyond the nonsense we
create in order to see us as we
could be rather than what we
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are. It takes a dyslexic God
to see order in the nonsense
we communicate. It’s truly a
wonder that God continues to
believe in us.
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Emmet and the Boy
By: Terence O’Leary
Swan Creek Press
This book encourages profound reflection about human
relationships. The story that
Terence O’Leary tells is one of
sympathy and deep emotion. He
addresses the very human issue
of how do you say “good bye” to
a loved person who is dying? And
how do you then build a positive
relationship with that person’s
teenage grandson?
In his previous books, I have
seen O’Leary’s great story-telling ability. His stories show the
grace and power of this often
overlooked skill that is so much
a part of our Irish heritage.
As I was writing this review,
The Irish Times published an
interview with famed playwright
Marina Carr. She says that her
plays show her understanding of

“the dramatic power of storytelling and poetic language to alter
the everyday world.”
Listening to a story is a great
way of learning and thinking.
O’Leary just doesn’t recite very
human events, but tells a story
about them. His previous novels
are critically acclaimed. They
are realistic about the trails and
difficulties confronting teenagers
when coming of age. Writing
about that intimate experience
permits O’Leary to write, in
Emmet and the Boy, about a
grandfather’s struggles to build a
strong relation with his grandson.
Terence O’Leary lives in Northwest Ohio, and has spent most of
his life there. He was born and
raised, however, in Chicago. He
is a graduate of the University
of Toledo where he earned a
degree focused on Journalism,

English and Psychology. His life him to Trinity College where he
experiences and humane under- became a Joyce scholar, and while
standing of people are shown in still a young man, a professor.
His brilliance as a scholar
this powerfully expressive novel.
prompted jealousy. And his many
published books prompted envy.
McGarr finds many suspects, many
motives and many lies. “Motives
for homicide can hide as easily in
the pages of books as in the twisted passions of the human heart.”
All the suspects are connected
to Ulysses. About that novel,
McGarr observes: “A book that
detailed a day in 1904 but still
seemed current and accurate.
Joyce could as well have been
describing the Dublin that McGarr
knew, with all its gossip, lies and
tall talks.
The book is about solving the
murder of Kevin Coyle, but it is
also about McGarr’s careful obThe Death of
servations and thought process.
What does McGarr look like? He
a Joyce Scholar
medium height and “bald
-A Peter McGarr isonoftop,
McGarr kept long, the
Mystery
light red hair that remained,
By: Bartholomew Gill
sweeping it back on the sides
William Morrow + Co.
of his head so that it curled at
On Bloomsday, Kevin Coyle
was especially active. From early
morning to late at night, he led
the visitors to Dublin on tours to
many of the places and pubs mentioned by James Joyce in Ulysses.
Colorfully clothed in a white
blazer with bright stripes, an ash
plant walking stick and the straw
“boater” hat favored by Joyce.
However, the next morning his
body was found propped in a
sitting position against the wall
of Glasnevin Cemetery. He had
been stabbed through the heart.
The detective tasked with
finding who did that is Peter McGarr. The native Dubliner is Chief
Superintendent of the Murder the nape of his neck…He had a
squad of the Irish police. Who was freckled face and a long nose,
Kevin Coyle? He was raised in the which had been broken often
Liberties, a poor section of Dub- and was now bent to one side.
lin. However, his genius propelled His eyes were pale gray…”
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Bartholomew Gill is the pen
name of Mark McGarrity. He
wrote 22 mystery novels, all set
in Ireland. They are intriguing,
vital and so interesting that they
have stood the test of time. He
was born in Massachusetts and
earned a master degree from
Trinity College Dublin. The book
reviewer for the Sun Times says:
“Gill’s books are both earthy and
elegant. The cadence of Dublin’s
life sings in these pages, and the
wit is ready and true.”
The Death of a Joyce Scholar
was “nominated for an Edgar
Award, the mystery world’s highest honor.” The book is especially
rich in quotes: I have six single-space pages of them. These
are especially insightful:
A recent study “discovered that
the Irish bought and read more
books than any other European
nation.”
About Ulysses: “All those words
in so many different voices of so
many characters. The detective
thought of water tumbling in
streams and rivers…And how the
book was like an island in the river
of the mind.”
McGarr observes: “Dublin society, then, as now was stagnant
on virtually every level-social,
moral, and spiritual. Back then,
the British and the Church…could
be blamed.” However, today, it
was still the “powerful Church
that intruded into all aspects of
life and quashed every social or
political reform not in its interest,
and finally the British, who were
still with us in the North.”
McGarr taught detectives new to
surveillance work: “New clothes,
a different hair style or color, a
disguise—it didn’t matter. One
thing few suspects could change
was the way they walked.”
James Joyce should have the
last word: “In the particular is
contained the universal.”
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Peter Nolan Publishes News Stories
That Time When the News Was Newsworthy
Peter Nolan has just published Whoever you are, you are going
his second nonfiction book called to enjoy this book. When you’re
News Stories. It’s a memoir that finished, put it on the shelf next
chronicles his many years as a to books by Mike Royko and Ben
broadcast newsman from Niagara Hecht.”
Falls to Chicago in the latter half Bob Boone, Author and founder
of the twentieth century.
of Young Chicago Authors
A former federal judge and
“News Stories” is brisk, deGovernor, gets out of prison, a tailed, superbly written and a
policeman on trial for trying to must read for the young and notdrown his son, an Alderman runs so-young alike—for the younger
off with 100K in federal funds, crowd, “News Stories” provides
the death of President John F.
Kennedy, the disappearance of
Rosemary Kennedy, homecoming
for Jimmy Hoffa, How Geraldo
Rivera scooped him, are just some
of the stories included.
Rick Kogan of the Chicago Tribune called News Stories
“a fascinating journey.”
“Peter has picked his stories
for a reason. Some exhibit quiet
heroism. Some show Chicago at
its most typical. Other stories are
utterly surprising.
He writes in a clear, simple,
caring way. He’s there next to
you sharing something important.

fascinating historic insights
into the failed Chicago mayoral
bid of Bernie Epton or a Nolan
lunch with Bears quarterback
Sid Luckman, for example; for
the older reader, it provides a
heart-tugging stroll down the
Windy City’s and the Midwest’s
Memory Lane.”
William B. Crawford Former
Pulitzer Prize winning investigative reporter for the Chicago
Tribune
Nolan’s first book: CAMPAIGN!

The 1983 Election that Rocked
Chicago was published in 2012
and received critical acclaim.
Rick Kogan of the Chicago Tribune called it “beyond compelling, it reads like a novel. Nolan
has hit a home run.”
News Stories is published by
Gatekeeper Press of Columbus
Ohio, and is available for sale
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virtually everywhere books are
sold in print or electronically including: Amazon, Kindle, Barnes
and Noble, Nook, i Bookstore,
Follett and Google Play.
His first book CAMPAIGN! is
available at these places and also
at Amika Press. com.
For more information follow
Peter Nolan postings on Facebook.
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19 Chicago Officials Salute Swinford
on County Mayo’s 250th Anniversary
By Judge John Curry
The story of the shared heritage of
Ireland and America is often told, but it
has many separate episodes. One of these
episodes, of special significance to many
Chicago Irish, comes to light this year,
2019. The market town of Swinford, Co.
Mayo, Ireland, is celebrating the 250th
anniversary of its founding in 1769 with a
year long celebration. The highlight will
be the annual Siamsa Sraide, a week long
street festival which begins August 1st. The
festival, also celebrating its 35th anniversary, annually draws thousands of visitors
from across Ireland and has firmly placed
Swinford on the Irish tourist map.
Located near
the eastern border of Mayo,
Swinford is only
a few miles away
from both Knock,
of pilgrimage
fame, and Foxford, of woolen
mills renown.
But Swinford has
made its own
(not in large photo:
mark on Ireland.
Denise K. Filan)
Retired Circuit Court Founded under
Judge Denise Kathleen the patronage of
Filan. Her father Lou- Lord Brabazon in
is Filan was born and 1769, Swinford
first crossed the
raised in Killasser.

path of history during “The Year of the
French” in 1798, when French soldiers
and Irish revolutionaries marched through
Swinford after winning the Battle of Castlebar. During the “Great Hunger” potato
famine of 1845-1852, Swinford suffered as
much as the rest of Ireland. The Swinford
Workhouse took in hundreds of inmates
during that tragic time, and hundreds are
buried in the famine grave located on the
Workhouse grounds. One of the Workhouse
inmates was a local boy named Michael
Davitt. He grew up to be a founder of the
Irish Land League in 1879 and to be one of
Ireland’s greatest political champions in
late Victorian times. The Workhouse still
stands in Swinford today and remains a
significant Famine landmark.
At root, however, Swinford has always
been a quiet market town, serving the area’s farmers (as well as fishermen eager for
angling in Mayo’s rivers) and never numbering more than 2,000 inhabitants. Its modest
size has not dampened its local pride and its
enthusiasm in celebrating its anniversary.
The year’s events can be viewed at www.
swinford.ie/250-celebrations/
Like any rural Irish town, Swinford has
had to endure the prospect of emigration.
For reasons not entirely clear, other than
the well known prospects for employment
and enterprise, a good number of Swinford
emigrants chose Chicago as their destination of choice. Many began finding their

way to Chicago around 1900. Every decade
since then until the rise of the Celtic Tiger
in the 1990s, Swinford people have been
coming to Chicago. (This writer’s own
father came in 1947.) A rough calculation
suggests that the Chicago area is home to
as many Swinford natives and descendants
as there are current Swinford residents.
The Swinford diaspora in Chicago has
achieved great things over the last century. Numbered among them are doctors,
lawyers, business owners and executives,
teachers, artists, and more. But one group
of Swinford descendants stands out as very
impressive. Nineteen Chicago area public
officials are descendants of Swinford people. They include judges, elected officials,
and one mayor. These officials include the
following:
Hon. Michael J. Brennan, former Orland
Township Supervisor
Hon. Daniel P. Brennan, Circuit Judge,
Circuit Court of Cook County
Hon. John T. Carr, Associate Judge, Circuit
Court of Cook County
Hon. Alison C. Conlon, Circuit Judge, Circuit
Court of Cook County
Hon. Michael G. Connelly, former Illinois
State Senator, 21st District
Hon. John J. Curry, Jr., Circuit Judge, Circuit Court of Cook County
Sheila O’Grady Duffy, former Chief of Staff
to Mayor Richard M. Daley of Chicago
Hon. James B. Durkin, Illinois State Representative, 82nd District and House Minority
Leader
Hon. Melissa A. Durkin, Associate Judge,
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Circuit Court of Cook County
Hon. Thomas M. Durkin, United States
District Judge, Northern District of Illinois
Hon. Thomas P. Durkin, retired Circuit
Judge, Circuit Court of Cook County
Hon. James Henry, retired Circuit Judge,
Circuit Court of Cook County
Hon. Michael T. Mullen, Circuit Judge,
Circuit Court of Cook County
Hon. Sheila M. O’Brien, retired Justice of
the Illinois Appellate Court, First District
Hon. Paul A. O’Grady, Orland Township
Supervisor
Hon. Maureen Durkin Roy, retired Circuit
Judge, Circuit Court of Cook County
Hon. Martin T. Tully, Mayor, Village of
Downers Grove
Hon. Thomas M. Tully, former County Assessor of Cook County
Hon. Thomas M. Tunney, Alderman, 44th
Ward, City of Chicago
In March, fourteen of these officials
gathered to celebrate Swinford’s 250th
anniversary and posed for a group portrait.
On August 1st, this portrait will be presented to the Town of Swinford in honor of the
anniversary commemoration. In addition,
the Illinois State Senate, the Illinois House
of Representatives, the Village of Downers
Grove, and the City of Chicago have all
issued proclamations honoring Swinford,
the hometown of so many of their respected
citizens, on the occasion of the 250th anniversary. Swinford welcomes everyone to
its anniversary events, including the Siamsa
Sraide Festival in August.

Appearing in Swinford Officials
Photograph: Front Row, Left to Right
Hon. John J. Curry, Jr., Circuit Judge,
Circuit Court of Cook County; Hon. Thomas
M. Durkin, United States District Judge,
Northern District of Illinois; Hon. James
Henry, Circuit Judge (Retired), Circuit Court
of Cook County; Hon. Thomas M. Tully,
former County Assessor of Cook County;
Hon. Alison C. Conlon, Circuit Judge, Circuit
Court of Cook County; Hon. Thomas M. Tunney, Alderman, 44th Ward, City of Chicago
Back Row, Left to Right
Hon. James B. Durkin, Illinois State
Representative, 82nd District, and House
Minority Leader; Hon. Paul A. O’Grady,
Orland Township Supervisor; Hon. Michael
G. Connelly, former Illinois State Senator,
21st District; Hon. Michael J. Brennan,
former Orland Park Supervisor; Hon. John
T. Carr, Associate Judge, Circuit Court of
Cook County; Hon. Daniel Patrick Brennan, Circuit Judge, Circuit Court of Cook
County; Hon. Martin T. Tully, Mayor, Village
of Downers Grove; Hon. Michael T. Mullen,
Circuit Judge, Circuit Court of Cook County.

The Irish American Society of County Will
hereby pledges itself to the following ideals:
* To promote Irish culture in America and to preserve
Irish-American Heritage
* To promote education, friendship, understanding and
cooperation among members, and the community in general.
* To promote and cooperate in the general welfare work
of the community.

WILL COUNTY CELTIC FEST
Saturday, August 24, 2019
St. Joe’s Park,

700 Theodore St., Joliet, IL 60435

Noon to 10PM.

Great Music; Food & Beverages;
Kid’s Area; Family Fun
Sponsors and Vendors welcome.
For more informaton contact
IASCW President Tim Brophy: tmb777@aol.com.

THANK YOU
2018 CELTIC FEST SPONSORS
D’Arcy Buick GMC
Polley’s Garage
Lakeshore Beverage/Guinness
Will County Executive
Larry Walsh
Will County Sheriff Mike Kelley
Adler Roofing
State Rep. Larry Walsh, Jr.
Babe’s Hot Dogs

IASCW AWARDS $3,000 SCHOLARSHIPS
Congratulations to the IASCW 2019 Irish Life Experience scholars
Molly Babcock and Tessa O’ Halloran. They will travel to Ireland
June 27 - July 21, 2019 through the Irish Life Experience travel
abroad program. Molly and Tessa are, respectively, the 50th and 51st
students that the IASCW has sent since 1983.
Photo: L to R, 2018 IASCW scholars Annie Moritz & Ethyn Tibble;
Mike Reilly; IASCW President Tim Brophy;
2019 scholars Molly Babcock & Tessa O’Halloran.

WillCountyCelticFest.com
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Help Your Kids Dive Into Irish Culture at Irish Arts Week Kids Day Camp

4727 W 103rd Street
Oak Lawn IL 60453
All Phones:

708-636-1193

‘Owned by SCI Illinois Services LLC’

The Irish Music School of Chicago’s
Francis O’Neill Irish Arts Week Kids Day
Camp returns for its ninth big year at the
Irish American Heritage Center from July
29 through August 2.
The Kids Day Camp immerses kids ages
4-17 in Irish culture with some of the
best Irish musicians, teachers and artists
from Chicago and Ireland. Days are filled
with learning traditional Irish music,
singing, lilting, sean-nós and group dancing, drama, storytelling and folklore,
and arts and crafts. All campers will
try their hand at bodhrán playing, too.
A half-day program is available for ages
4-6 and a full-day for ages 5-17.
Kids of all musical abilities—from beginners to those who have been studying
for years—are welcome. If your child
has been taking music lessons, they will
begin to learn how to play Irish tunes on
their instruments. Kids that have never
played a musical instrument before can
try out the tin whistle or fiddle.
Camp activities are taught in a funfilled environment, grouped by age and
ability. Kids will spend the week learning
and rehearsing new music, songs and
other creative outlets to perform at the
grand finale recital for friends and family.
Francis O’Neill Irish Arts Week was
created by the Irish Music School of Chicago to honor Francis O’Neill, the first
Irish-born Chief of the Chicago Police
(1901 - 1905), who worked tirelessly to
collect & preserve the rich traditions
of Ireland’s tunes, songs and stories for
future generations.
The Irish Music School of Chicago
teaches traditional Irish music to students of all ages, year-round, using
traditional methods of teaching by ear
and telling the stories behind the tunes
all while sharing the significance of being part of a living musical community.
The Irish Music School is a non-profit
organization committed to maintaining
the strong tradition of Irish music, song

and dance, to involve more people in the
community of Irish music, and ensure
that this music does not disappear from
Chicago and the United States.
To find out more about the 2019
Francis O’Neill Irish Arts Week Kids Day

Camp, visit www.irishmusicschool.org or
call 773-412-5082. Irish American News
readers get a special $40 discount on
their first Kids Day Camper (full day) by
entering discount code IAN2019 on their
registration form.

FRANCIS O’NEILL IRISH ARTS WEEK

ish Arts
IrKids
Day Camp

JULY 29 – AUGUST 2, 2019 @ IRISH AMERICAN HERITAGE CENTER

Adventures in Irish
Music, Language,
Song and Dance!
IRISHMUSICSCHOOL.ORG

ICAL
F MUS
O
S
L
E
E
ALL LEV CE WELCOM
N
EXPERIE

AGES
4-17
The Irish Music School of Chicago
is a 501(c)(3) organization.

847-721-2299

A Cháirde

2019

I hope that you enjoyed our
Irish Fest 2019. Thanks to all of
you who attended, and thanks
to all our volunteers who make
this a very important part of our
cultural mission possible. We also
appreciate your support of the
Chicago Feis, which was held
during the Fest. The Chicago Feis
began 60 years ago, and Gaelic
Park proudly hosts this annual
tradition. Congratulations to all
the dancers and musicians who
competed.

season beginning on June
8th. There will be a slate of
football and hurling games on
Sunday afternoons and select
weeknights, and we hope you
get a chance to enjoy the
competition.

Chicago’s GAA season officially
begins June 2nd, with the Youth

June 19-21 Irish Sports Camp (for children)
June 23

Clare Day for Special People

Ladies Auxiliary... Next Meeting Wednesday, September 11th

at 1pm for just $15 per person

Bill O'Sullivan

Monday Evening Set Dancing

Live Music in the Pub

8:30pm
7:30pm
8:00pm
6:00pm
7:30pm
8:00pm
6:00pm
7:30pm
8:30pm
6:00pm
7:30pm

Next Monthly Mass & Breakfast (2nd Sunday of the month) is October 13th
* Reservations Required

7:30pm

Tuesdays - Pub Trivia

• Daily Drink and Food Specials
• Expanded Pub Food and Appetizer Menu - Available Daily
• Pub Trivia every Tuesday, October-May starting at 7:30pm
• Every Thursday Traditional Music with Pat Finnegan & The Irish Musicians

NO COVER CHARGE

Music by Joe Cullen

Is mise le meas,

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 7 DAYS • LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT

Ray Gavin
Joe McShane
Bernie Glim
Frank Rossi
Ribs On The Patio
Fri Jun 14 Joe Cullen
Sat Jun 15 Mulligan Stew
Wed Jun 19 Gerry Haughey
Ribs On The Patio
Fri Jun 21 Jerry & Kara
Sat Jun 22 Gerry Haughey
Wed Jun 26 Joe Cullen
Ribs On The Patio
Fri Jun 28 Kieran Byrne
Sat Jun 29 ???

Monthly Musical Luncheon*

June 5

Monthly Musical Luncheon* - Doors open at noon, hot lunch served

Enjoy the Music & Spirit of the Irish in our
Authentic Pub Imported Directly From Ireland.

Jun 1
Jun 7
Jun 8
Jun 12

2019

One last reminder: Wednesday
rib nights on the patio with
live music fill up quickly, so
reservations are recommended.
Enjoy the summer!

Queen of HEARTS
Draws on Sundays at 7:30pm

Sat
Fri
Sat
Wed

CGP Calendar of Events
JUNE

6119 W. 147th Street • Oak Forest, IL

708.687.9323

www.chicagogaelicpark.org

Tuesday Evening Ceili Dancing
Ceili Lessons
Sunday Evening CGP Radio Live WCEV 1450 AM

7:30pm
7:00pm
7:05-8:00pm

CLIP & POST
CGP Office 708.687.9323 www.chicagogaelicpark.org
Visit the CGP Library in the Shamrock Room

THERE’S ALWAYS
SOMETHING
HAPPENING
AT GAELIC PARK...
June 2nd - GAA Season begins
Every Monday Set Dancing - 7:30pm
Every Tuesday, Ceili Dancing - 7:30pm
WEBSITE CALENDAR SHOWS FULL MONTH
June 5th - Monthly Musical Luncheon
June 5th - BBQ on the Patio - Every
Wednesday through August
June 8th - Youth GAA Season Begins
June 19 – 21 Irish Sports Camp (for children)
June 23rd - Clare Day for Special People
July 4th - CLOSED
August 13 – 15 Irish Cultural Camp

South Side Event
(Beverly)
Ireland Network - Chicago
June Social - Cork & Kerry
June 6th, 6PM to 9PM

Gaelic Park can be
found on
FACEBOOK AND
TWITTER!
TAKE A
MOMENT AND
"LIKE" US!

The County Connection Corner

Membership
❏ NEW ❏ RENEWAL

❏ Family $50 ❏ Individual $30

Name ______________________________ __________________ _____
last

first

initial

Spouse _____________________________ __________________ _____
(if joining) last

first

initial

Address _________________________________________
street

_________

apt/unit #

________________________________ _______ ____________
city

state

zip

Donation enclosed $________ (Checks payable to Chicago Gaelic Park)
Mail to: Chicago Gaelic Park Membership, 6119 W. 147th St, Oak Forest IL 60452

phone: 708.687.9323 fax: 708.687.0120
www.chicagogaelicpark.org www.facebook.com/ChicagoGaelicPark

Clare Day Special Olympics
The County Clare Association will sponsor their 33rd
Annual Day for Special People on Sunday, June 23rd at Chicago
Gaelic Park. The day will begin with a Mass at 10am dedicated to
those that God made “Special” with an Irish Breakfast buffet to follow,
featuring our much anticipated and appreciated Grand Raffle. All our
“special guests” will be entered in this raffle, and if their name is called
they will be able to pick a prize of their choice from a wide variety of
wonderful prizes, ranging from TV’s, electronics, sports equipment,
games, large stuffed animals, etc. All of the above is free to our “Special
Guests,” they only need to register to participate in the day. To register
call Maureen Bennett at 708-301-9773. Registration ends June 18th.

Antrim Armagh Carlow Cavan Clare Cork Derry Donegal Down Dublin
Fermanagh Galway Kerry Kildare Kilkenny Laois Leitrim Limerick
Longford Louth Mayo Meath Monaghan Offaly Roscommon Sligo
Tipperary Tyrone Waterford Westmeath Wexford Wicklow
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Mueller Report

“WE’VE ALWAYS BEEN GREEN!”

murdered. DCFS was fully aware
of the filthy living conditions
inside the house with garbage
and dog feces on the floor. Why
wasn’t this child removed from
the home? The Department of
Children and Family Services
A. J. Freund
failed to protect this little boy.
Just a little boy, 5 years old,
DCFS has had countless failbrutalized, beaten with a belt ures in the past. Somebody
by his mother, tortured and please do something about this
The Mueller Report! Is there
any meat left on the bone the
Democrats are picking on? We
need to end the bickering and
work on an infra-structure bill.
Hillary lost! Get over it!

agency.

Texas Abuse

The Diocese of Houston Texas
has 300 credible allegations of
sex abuse. That’s very hard to
comprehend, 300!
Why did it take Pope Francis
so long to order the bishops
to report abuse to the civil
authorities? Dead skunk in the
middle of the road, stinking to
High Heaven.

Irish Odyssey

It was 1969. We just spent two
weeks in Ireland meeting all of
our Irish relatives when we flew
to London to visit three of my
mother’s sisters, Nora, Bessie,

and Peggy. We stayed at the
Great Western Royal Hotel at
Paddington Station.
After a few days spent visiting
and seeing the sights in London,
I flew back into Shannon airport,
caught the bus into Limerick city
to the train station.
I soon found out there were no
more trains to Tralee. There was
a long line of taxis lined up in
front of the station. I asked the
first driver in line what he would
charge to take me to Tralee. His
name was John Hartigan. He
said, “twenty-seven” dollars and
at that time the punt was 2.42. I
told him that would include the
tip. We agreed on the price and
off we went.
John was an interesting man,
and he pointed out several historic places along the way. One
was a hanging tree where Republicans were hung during the Civil
War of 1921-22. We soon came
upon a pub and John said, “we’ll
break the journey here!” After a
couple of pints which I paid for
we traveled on. Down the road
John pulled over to the side and
we left the pints in the hedge,
so typical of the times.
After the break we went on
to Tralee and the train station
where I thought I could get a
local taxi. There were no taxis to
be had and there was no phone
at the farm. Hartigan agreed to
take me the rest of the way. My
day started in London and I was
finally home. Back to Ballinglana
Causeway, Co. Kerry.
After 50 years my family ties in
Ireland are as strong as they ever
were, and I look forward to returning some time later this year.
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rehab project. Affordable housing is there for the asking. Bring
in Habitat for Humanity and ask
for help from the trade unions.

Governor Pritzker

Tax and spend! Infrastructure
repairs? Double the gasoline tax!
It was nineteen cents a gallon
now going up to thirty-eight
cents. At 15 gallons a week at 38
cents a gallon becomes $5.70.
That would equal $296.40 per
year. People on fixed incomes will
suffer the most from this new tax.
Did you get your new Cook
County property tax assessment?
It’s enough to make you rip your
toilets out! Ridiculous. A 40%
increase. Please, contest your
property tax!
Next, they want to legalize
recreational marijuana. Just
what the working man needs,
along with video gaming machines in the bars, picking the
pockets of the poor.

Pennsylvania Sex Abuse

Victims of a predator pediatrician have joined the fight to
reform the statute of limitations
in Pennsylvania. Attorney General Josh Shapiro, who led the
grand jury investigation into the
Roman Catholic Church in Pennsylvania as well as prosecuted
Barto, has endorsed SB 540.
Shapiro last year released
a scathing grand jury report
detailing the horrific and widespread sexual abuse of thousands of minors over seven decades by hundreds of priests in
six Catholic dioceses, including
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Nearly
identical patterns of abuse were
previously found several years
ago in the Archdiocese of PhilChicago Mayor
adelphia by a local grand jury
Did you watch the inaugu- investigation.
ration of Lori Lightfoot? She Boy Scout Abuse
As reported in the Harrisburg
has taken on a tough job. The
key to her success lies in the Patriot News a researcher hired by
Black community. Curbing the the Boy Scouts of America identiviolence could open the door fied 1,719 suspected abusers and
to investment on the South and 12, 254 victims from 1944 to 2016.
West sides. She has decided to The information was obtained
keep Eddie Johnson as Superin- from the BSA Perversion Files.
tendent of Police which was a
I spent a number of years in
smart move.
scouting. We were lucky. We had
Demolish the abandoned great scout leaders, Irv Jiran, and
homes, and rehab the houses Joe Stucker, Willie Wilascheske,
that can be saved. Put the hard- Archie Warnarke and others - all
core unemployed to work on the great men at St. Mary’s Troop 22.
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Bentley Hair and Beauty: Tipperary Native Jennifer
Long Riordan Lives Her Dream on Oak Street in Chicago
By Ryanne Gallagher Johnson
Bentley Hair & Beauty, a
full-service salon located in
Chicago’s Gold Coast neighborhood, offers chic European style
and treatments to clients who
are looking for a luxurious hair

experience. Specializing in a
range of services from blowouts
and bridal styling to Balayage
and hair extensions, Bentley
is prepared to meet your hair
needs for any occasion.

Owned and operated by European trained, Irish entrepreneur Jennifer Long Riordan,
the salon is a dream realization
borne not from years of experience in the industry, but rather
a passion for hair and beauty in

Jennifer (c) with clients Noreen Heron (l) and Meghan Gasper of the all woman,
award winning PR firm, Heron Agency.
New From Author of the Irish Bride’s dress shopping, to planning the
party, to potential bridesmaid
Survival Guide - Bridesmaid’s Guide hen
dilemmas and solutions, as well as
From the Dress to the Hen To The Big Day
duties on and ahead of the big day
By Natasha Mac a’Bháird
ISBN 9781788490443
$15 HB120pp At Amazon.com
The O’Brien Press Ltd
www.obrien.ie
(If it’s a wedding in Ireland
you are looking for, these two
books might be a big help!)
She’s just popped the question.
A question some are delighted to
answer with a resounding yes! But
equally, it might fill others with a
sense of dread.
Will you be my bridesmaid?
Planning, organisation, fashion
advice, emotional support and
bags of positivity - what’s expected of a modern bridesmaid
these days? Natasha Mac A’Bháird’s up to her bridesmaids to help as and lots more!
handy new guidebook aims to an- best they can. Besides, what could
There might be lots to plan but
swer questions and ease the fears be nicer than helping someone this book will help bridesmaids
of any newly appointed brides- make memories to treasure for through this fun and exciting time
maid. Whether it’s a sister, friend the rest of her life?
with minimal stress! With real life
or relative getting married, the
The Irish Bridesmaid’s Guide stories, practical tips and helpful
bride is planning one of the most will lead bridesmaids through suggestions, this book is both
important days of her life and it’s the entire process: from wedding entertaining and extremely help-
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general.
“I was a tax accountant for
almost twenty years,” she says.
“And I thought I’d retire (doing
that).”
However, the universe had
other plans for the County Tipperary native. Her husband’s
job took them from Ireland to
France for three years, and finally to the U.S. five years ago.
While they were in Paris, Riordan telecommuted her job with
KPMG for about a year before
finally resigning from the tax
firm. She eventually pursued a
degree in psychology from De
Paul, during which she took on
a part time job at a salon here
in the city.
Loving the work in the beauty
industry and its clientele so
much, she began to consider
a change in profession once
again. “Anytime I was on vacation in Ireland, I’d find work in
a salon, just to be one hundred
percent sure that this was the
route that was right for me.”
A little over a year ago, four
years after settling in Chicago,
Riordan opened Bentley Hair &
Beauty. The name of her new

business, like the owner herself, also has Irish roots.
“There’s a little beach down
in County Wexford, called Bentley Beach,” she explains. “My
mom was from there, and when
my mom and dad got married,
they called the house Bentley.
I learned how to swim many,
many summers out there. So
that’s why I called it Bentley. It’s
got nothing to do with the car.”
The salon, located at 43
East Oak Street, resides in a
gorgeous, open space that caters to its clients’ comfort and
individual hair needs. Riordan’s
hand-picked team of stylists is
a mix of European-trained and
American-trained professionals,
ready to provide you with the
most modern of hair service
experiences.
The team also employs a
bridal director, who is ready
for your wedding day hair and
makeup consultation!
You can check out Bentley
Hair & Beauty’s website at
bentleyhb.com for a full list of
services and to book your next
appointment, or you can call at
(312) 624-9315.

ful. This is the ultimate guide to
everything a bridesmaid needs to
know in their new role!
About the Author
Natasha Mac a’Bháird is a freelance writer and editor. She is the
author of the bestselling wedding
planning book, The Irish Bride’s

Survival Guide, a new edition of
which was published in 2011. Her
first children’s book, Olanna’s Big
Day, was published in 2009. Olanna’s Big Day was included in the
White Ravens Collection 2010 and
was shortlisted for the Reading
Association of Ireland Award 2011.
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Irish Wedding Information

On the Northside, Mary Dowd has a lovely
hair salon in Park Ridge for about 25 years
now, Appearances, 229 N Northwest Hwy. your voice,” and her mother said to,
Mary is as Irish as it gets and you’ll always “ennunciate so people will be able to
get a Caed Mile Failte when you visit her. understand you!
A regular in the choir at Old St. Pat847-825-7615.
rick’s Church in Chicago, Catherine sings
at all of life’s important events from the
CATHERINE
cradle to the grave.
O’CONNELL
She can be reached thru email at
Her voice has been called, “the
catherine@catherineoconnell.com
voice of an angel.” Catherine is a
847-721-2299
favorite among wedding singers in
catherineoconnell.com
Chicagoland.
This former queen of the St. PatCHICAGO
rick’s Day Parade was given great
advice by her parents. Her father GAELIC PARK
If you are looking for a wedding venue
told here to, “sing with a tear in
on the Southside of Chicago, Gaelic Park
in Oak Forest, IL has a reputation for
great Irish weddings at affordable rates.
Whether large or small, the variety of
rooms, outdoor and indoor space, foodservice and plain old customer service
add up to a venue worth checking out.
For wedding packages and all information on Chicago Gaelic Park go to
www.chicagogaelicpark.com.
6119 W 147th St., Oak Forest, IL 60452
708-687-9323
officecgp@chicagogaelicpark.org

Beautiful Oceanfront
Cottage in Dingle for rent
Remodeled and furnished. 4 bedroom, 4 bath with a fabulous view
of the ocean at the mouth of Dingle
harbor. Short walk to beach and only
two miles from Dingle town. Sleeps
8-10. Call Colleen 312-399-8793
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Their hands on personal touch brings a
bit of Ireland to Illinois.
9853 W US Highway 20
A restaurant doesn’t last for 20 years Galena, Illinois 61036
(815) 776-0707
unless it’s a really good one!
3471 N Elston Ave, Chicago, IL 60618 www.theirishcottageboutiquehotel.com
info@theiririshcottage.com
(773) IRELAND (773) 583-3066

IRISH AMERICAN
DINGLE COTTAGE
IRELAND OCEANFRONT HERITAGE CENTER
Considering a wedding in Ireland. Dingle might be the place! You can start with
this 4 bedroom 4 bath cottage/home
overlooking the oceanfront in beautiful
Dingle, County Kerry, Ireland. The home
is owned by Chicagoan, Colleen Grace
and sleeps 8 to 10. Walk to beach. Only
2 miles to Dingle town. The gracious
Colleen can tell you all about the area!
312-399-8793.

GARLAND FLOWERS
Centrally located in Oak Park, Illinois,
Therese and her family have been providing stunningly beautiful flowers and more
for weddings and all events for over 70
years! 137 S Oak Park Ave, Oak Park, IL
708-848-2777 www.garlandflowers.net
garlandflowers@yahoo.com
m.me/297117977224

If you are looking for a wedding
venue on the Northside of Chicago,
consider the Irish American Heritage
Center.
They can host a small or large wedding and have plenty of options to
choose from. The Center is 4 stories
high and has parking for 300 cars! If
it’s a really big wedding the auditorium
holds 658!
The Erin Room on the fourth floor
boasts 10 chandeliers, seats up to 300
comfortably, has it’s own bar, a video
player, and two large screens. There
is also a food prep room just behind
the Erin Room to insure that all goes
smoothly!
Irish American Heritage Center, 4626
N Knox Ave., Chicago IL 60630
for booking information contact:
nmoore@irishahc.org
btatz@irishahc.org
773-282-7035
www.irish-american.org

CHICALBA BAGPIPING

HAIR BY O’HARA

Chicalba Bagpiping Services is a full
time, full service bagpipe music business. They offer bagpiping performance
throughout Chicago and its suburbs. The
business is managed by Dave Johnston,
a former Double World Champion, who
has over 30 years of playing and teaching experience and learned his trade in
Glasgow, Scotland, before transferring
his expertise to Chicago in 2005.
If you need a professional bagpiper call
(630) 534-4964 OR (708) 539-8267

On the Southside, Cathy O’Hara has
a wonderful salon at 7008 W. 127th St, THE IRISH SHOP
Palos Heights, IL 60463. Voted Best of
The Irish Shop Shop was established
Chicago’s Southland by the Daily Southtown News five years in a row! Check out in 1991 and continues to offer unique
their facebook page or give Cathy a call Irish and Celtic gifts for every occasion,
at 708-239-1111.
as well as apparel for every member of
the family. The Irish Shop also boasts the
largest selection of Celtic and Claddagh
IRISH COTTAGE
Jewelry in the Mid-West.
BOUTIQUE HOTEL
The mission of Anne August, Belfast
Want to get married in Ireland, but Native and Owner of the Irish Shop, is
don’t want to spend that much? You simply to bring to her customers the best
can come close at the Irish Cottage that the emerald isle has to offer. Anne
Hotel in beautiful Galena, Illinois. accomplishes this by personally travelIt’s a perfect place for a destination ing back to her homeland searching out
wedding. You would swear you were in artisans and crafters from every corner
Ireland as you gaze out the windows of of Ireland. Come see us in Oak Park, IL,
the restaurant, library, and the rooms today and check out our exceptional
selection of Irish items.
on the North side of the building!
If you need Bridal Registry, Invitations,
The hotel has 75 guest rooms with
something for everyone. The Blarney Wedding Bands, Engagement Rings, BelStone Event Room on the ground floor leek China, Waterford Crystal, Bridal Parholds 200. Housing a restaurant, pub, ty Gifts, Unity Candles or something else
pool, and more, hotel owners Debbie Irish, you can bet the Irish Shop has it.
100 N. Oak Park Ave., Oak Park Il 60301
and Jack Coulter, and Basil Conroy
708-445-1149
have been there since they opened
Continued to page 22
the doors!

CHIEF O’NEILL’S
RESTAURANT,
PUB, BANQUETS
AND BEER GARDEN
It’s Irish, its a restaurant, it’s a music
venue, it’s a private party upstairs, it’s
a stunning and comfortable outdoor patio, it’s a private room or two for good
sized parties, it’s friendly and the food is
delicious. Owners Siobhan and Brendan
McKinney would love to welcome you and
your wedding party, and be on hand to
insure that all goes well.

www.chiefoneillspub.com
3471 N Elston Ave,
Chicago, IL 60618

Since 1999, Chief O’Neill’s has
had the privilege of serving
Chicagoland as well as many people
from around the world.
A Pub, Restaurant and Banquet
facility with a majestic garden
area and private rooms for
you to choose from when
hosting your next event.
With pride, we give the hands-on
attention to every detail when
helping you plan your special event
making it an occasion to remember.
We customize parties of
25 to 300 guests.

Birthday Parties,
Bridal & Baby Showers,
Communions,
Funeral Luncheons,
Rehearsal Dinners &
Weddings
Chief O’Neill’s has a well earned
reputation for great food,
extensive bar service in a
wonderful atmosphere and
an accommodating attitude.
For more information
on private rooms and
events please call:

(773) IRE-LAND
(773) 583-3066
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MEMOIR FOR ME
It’s never too early to preserve
your photos, videos and memories of the big day.
Memoir for Me was formed
by Nora Kerr to celebrate the
everyday stories we all have
within us, the ones told around
the dinner table, the stories
worth saving.
So, while you are just getting
this story started, there is no
time like the present to preserve
your story and present it the way
you want it shown.
To help you preserve, present,
and celebrate life’s milestone’s,
Nora has surrounded herself with
great writers, photographers
and more - some who live in
Ireland!
Memoir for Me
nora@memoirforme.com
www.memoirforme.com

PALOS
COUNTRY CLUB
Located in Orland Park, Illinois, Palos Country Club has
a proud tradition of providing
the finest quality and service.
Theirr scenic golf course and
classic clubhouse can provide

the perfect backdrop to make
your affair a treasured event
to remember.
They offer an extensive
menu of tantalizing cuisine
and their chef is happy to design a customized menu to better suit your special occasion.
From a champagne luncheon

overlooking the golf course
to an extravagant reception
in the Grand Ball Room, they
are pleased to accommodate
a variety of events.
Banquets rooms can accommodate 15 - 400 guests. Their
experienced banquet coordinators are excited to work
with you to plan the perfect
celebration for your special
occasion.
Palos Country Club
Banquet Office 708-448-6550
e-mail pat_pcc@yahoo.com
13100 Southwest Hwy
Orland Park Il 60462
www.paloscountryclub.com

UNFORGETTABLE
EDIBLES
An Irish-owned, full service
catering and event planning
company which creates custom menus to fit each client’s
unique taste and budget.

JUNE 2019
Their goal is to ensure the
complete satisfaction of every
customer, while offering professional and friendly service
at affordable rates
Co-founded by Mary O’Connor and MaryEllen Stanton
in 1991, this 100% woman
owned company is proud of
it’s outstanding cuisine and
exceptional service that has
impressed countless clients
as it has grown over the last
28 years.
The caterer of choice for
the iBAM! Awards Gala, (the
Irish Books, Arts, and Music
Celebration) you can trust
your wedding reception, or
any other event you hold which
involves food and service to
them!
events@uecatering.com
773-774-4001
Unforgettable Edibles
7280 West Devon Avenue
Chicago, IL 60631
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Elegant Weddings at Dunboyne Castle Hotel & Spa
Dunboyne Castle Hotel & Spa,
situated in the heart of the Royal
County, Co. Meath, is an elegant
and charming location for weddings this summer. An impressive
gated entrance makes way for a
tranquil, winding driveway, which
leads to the front of the hotel,
where the beautifully restored
Georgian house blends with the
new contemporary wing to create
a modern, yet classic, entrance.
On arrival, guests can take in
the picture perfect lush green
landscaped gardens of the hotel,

The wedding reception menus are designed and
created from an abundance of fresh and locally
sourced produce by award-winning executive chef,
Ian Daly. Starters include smoked Skeaghanore
duck breast with figs, or fresh crab and salmon,
and there are five sorbets to choose from; lemon
and thyme, green apple, raspberry and gin, passion fruit and mango, or lime and ginger. The main
course offerings range from rack of Irish lamb to
pan-fried monkfish with sundried tomato gnocchi
or Thai curry and stuffed red peppers, with options
for vegetarians. For dessert guests can choose from
a selection of delicious delights, including salted
caramel cheesecake, pistachio and milk chocolate
delice, or chocolate and walnut brownies.

before entering the striking Georgian hallway of the old house. The
imposing double width stairway
is a stylish location for bridal pictures, with the true craftsmanship
of the Georgian ornate ceiling and
beautiful stairwell demanding
guest’s attention.
With each wedding package, the
couple are met with a red carpet
welcome on arrival and a glass of
champagne, while guests can sip
on chilled prosecco, or tea and
coffee, an assortment of canapés
from goat’s cheese bon bons and
Angus roast beef, to horseradish
on Irish treacle brown bread and
mini pizzas and macaroons.
Following the drinks reception,
the bridal party and guests are
brought to the hotel’s main ballroom, The Tara Suite, which is a
glamorous reception area in the
contemporary wing, holding up to
220 guests. Dunboyne Castle Hotel
& Spa wedding packages include;
The Butler Package (from €69 per
guest), The Francini Package (from
€74 per guest), and The Synolda
Package (from €81 per guest).

Each of the packages includes
a complimentary night’s stay
in the award-winning Synolda
Suite for the bride and groom.
The spectacular four poster
bed, coupled with the deep
soaker bath tub, offer unrivalled
romanticism for any couple’s
wedding night. The parents of
the bridal party are also offered
a complimentary deluxe room
and guests can avail of preferred
accommodation rates. For The
Francini and The Synolda packages, a complimentary anniversary
stay is also included.
With such an idyllic setting,
delicious food, and quality service, Dunboyne Castle Hotel &
Spa offers everything a bride and
groom need to make their day a
truly memorable one. Dunboyne
Castle Hotel & Spa prides itself
on its exceptional service for the
grandest of occasions, expertly
planned to the tiniest detail…
happily ever after begins there.
Contact Dunboyne Hotel on 01
801 3500 or email
events@dunboynecastlehotel.com
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Not Just
on Saturdays
With most weddings these
days taking place on a Saturday,
it may seem strange to us that
just a few decades ago, marriages in Ireland would be performed
on any day of the week except
Saturday and Sunday. In fact,
there’s a little verse that illustrates the Irish luck associated
with whichever day a couple
chose to exchange their vows:
Monday for health
Tuesday for wealth,
Wednesday the best day of all,
Thursday for losses,
Friday for crosses,
And Saturday, no day at all!
It’s all very logical when one
remembers that Ireland was a
rural country and Saturday was
market day - the day when families bought and sold livestock,
produce and whatever else was
needed to support and sustain
them. And, as far as I know,
the Catholic church would not
have allowed marriages on the
Sabbath.
As for which months to wed,
there is an old marriage song:

Aitin’ the Gander Ancient
Have you ever wondered where Irish Customs
the phrase “his goose is cooked”
came from?
Oddly enough, it came from a
great Irish tradition called Aitin’
the Gander.
In Ireland, the bride’s family

would invite the groom over for
supper, either once the engagement was confirmed or the night
before the special day, in a ritual
called Aitin’ the Gander.
Originally, this event was when
the families would sign elaborate
marriage agreements called The
Bindings, which specified details
such as how the newlyweds would
take care of their parents in their
old age—even how often they
would make sure the elders would
get to mass on Sunday.
Once the agreements were
signed and the dinner was eaten, there was no way the groom
could get out of the wedding.

Marry when the year is new, always loving, kind, and true.
When February birds do mate, you may wed, nor dread your fate.
If you wed when March winds blow, joy and sorrow both you’ll know.
Marry in April when you can, joy for maiden and for man.
Marry in the month of May, you will surely rue the day.
Marry when June roses blow, over land and sea you’ll go.
They who in July do wed, must labor always for their bread.
Whoever wed in August be, many a change are sure to see.
Marry in September’s shine, your living will be rich and fine.
If in October you do marry, love will come but riches tarry.
If you wed in bleak November, only joy will come, remember.
When December’s rain fall fast, marry and true love will last.

Their story
created yours.
Show Mom & Dad their
story matters with an
unforgettable gift.
Learn more at
memoirforme.com

Not often observed in modern
times is the very ancient custom
for the Bride and Groom to eat
some salt (with oatmeal) on their
wedding day to ward off evil spirits. A lot of the superstitions and
omens that are associated with an
Irish wedding have their root in
Catholicism and Gaelic tradition.
Placing a statue of ‘the Child of
Prague’ in the garden of the Bride
prior to the wedding is supposed to
ensure that her big day is blessed
by nice weather. Some Brides bury
the statue in their garden!
Getting married during a time of
plenty, or harvest, is a good omen
for any newly married couple.
It is preferable that a man
should be the first to wish joy to
a new Bride, and never a woman.
On the wedding day itself it
was always considered lucky to
hear a cuckoo bird or to see three
magpies together.
A wedding party should always
avoid crossing paths with a Funeral
procession.
When leaving a Church it is not
unusual for rice or confetti to be

hurled at the betrothed, but in
ancient times an old shoe was
tossed over the head of the Bride
for luck - not so lucky if it hits the
Bride though!
Perhaps any new mother-in-law
should note that to ensure good
relations with her new daughterin-law all she has to do is break a
piece of the wedding cake over

JUNE 2019
the head of the Bride as she enters her house after the wedding
ceremony. Gently does it though!
With all that cake and shoes
flying around you might think that
it would be ok for the Bride and
Groom to wash their hands -it is!
However, they should never wash
their hands together in the same
sink, less misfortune unfold.

Using an Irish Heritage Site
for Your Wedding Ceremony

Ceide Fields Stoneage Visitor Centre, Co. Mayo.
The Irish Government is
now allowing couples to hire
out some National Monuments
and buildings for their wedding ceremony! Incredible as
it may seem you can now get
married at:
The Casino at Marino, Dublin

Castletown House, Kildare
Barryscourt Castle, Cork
Desmond Hall, Limerick
Kilkenny Castle, Kilkenny
The Blasket Island Visitor Centre, Kerry
The Ceide Fields Stoneage
Visitor Centre, Mayo

Unforgettable Edibles
Catering &Events

Family Gatherings
Corporate Holiday Parties
7280 W. Devon Ave.
Chicago 60631
773-774-4001 - uecatering.com
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Looking for Something Over the Top? Check Out Kehoe Designs
No matter the venue you pick, getting it ready for the big day requires
help, especially if you are looking to do
something that not many have done!
You might want to check out Kehoe
Designs, a company started by Tom
Kehoe over 20 years ago.
At Kehoe Designs, what is imagined

becomes reality – always with an element of allure. Their goal is to create
a reaction, generate an emotion, and
stimulate untapped possibilities. As a
nationally recognized company, Kehoe
Designs has elevated the standard of
excellence in event décor for more
than 20 years.

From transforming contemporary
design into legendary events to driving
brand campaigns, and creating oneof-a-kind weddings, they develop high
style concepts that are authentic and
captivating.
Capabilities include, but not limited
to: - Creative Strategy - Custom, Fabrication - Furniture Collections
- Lighting Environments - Floral Design - Art Creations - Entertainment - On-Site Support.
From their 100,000 sq. ft.
design facility, their in-house
design services include floral,
art fabrication, furniture,
graphics, plantscapes, and
event technology.
Recommended by Antoinette Cahill, Director of Social
Catering at the Drake Hotel.
Kehoe Designs Studio
2555 S Leavitt St,
Chicago, IL 60608
312.421.0030
www.kehoedesigns.com
info@kehoedesigns.com

847-721-2299

(photo by Kehoe Designs)

Christy Tyler Photography

Keren Sarai
Photography
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protect the things
that heLp bring your
dreams to Life.
Let’s discuss how i can protect your
dreams. caLL me today at (773) 763-2000.
Joan McKee, Agent
Joan A McKee Agency Inc
6238 N Northwest Hwy
6238 N Northwest Hwy, Chicago
Certified Agency in
Customer Excellence

American Family Mutual Insurance Company, S.I.
American Family Insurance Company,
6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783
006441 – Rev. 11/15 ©2015 – 10185630

Hello everyone,
I would like to start
off by congratulating
the Devin Shepherd
School of Irish Music
on their winning first
place in the Midwest
Fleadh Cheòil for North America.
Which qualifies them to compete in this years Fleadh Ceol in
Drogheda. I’m really happy my
son Declan has a love for Irish
Trad Music and was part of the
Grupa Cheòil 15-18, he played
Double Bass and it was his first
Fleadh. He’s looking forward
to performing with the group
in Drogheda. Thank you, Devin
Shepherd and Marta Cook, for
your great teaching and I’m
sure you must be very proud of
these young musicians.
I’m about to board a plane
for Dallas, right now to meet
up with Nathan Carter, and the
band, and crew. By the time
you read this, we will have
completed the tour which
includes the Chicago Gaelic Park
Festival. And I’ll be heading to
Ireland for two months of gigs and
some good craic. Oh Yeah, it’s a
tough life… But sure somebody
has to do it…
On a sad note, Chicago said
goodbye to Noel Rice (pictured
here with Ed Ward), a man that
brought his music and culture here
and spread his great talent among
us. Noel passed away on May 8th
at the age of 84. He will be greatly
missed for his teaching of not only
Traditional Irish music, but for his
wisdom, his stories, and his great
knowledge of history. I count myself very lucky to have spent some
wonderful hours of conversations
with him. And although he sometimes came across as a serious person, he had a great sense of humor
and he had so much to share. Born
in Nenagh, County Tipperary, Noel
grew up in the village of Geashill
near Tullamore in County Offaly.
His father, John, was a fiddler and
their home was filled with music.
Which he brought to the U.S.A.
and blessed our children with his
teaching. Noel R.I.P. Thank you for
sharing so many wonderful times
with us here in Chicago.
Congratulations to Thomas
O’Toole from Connemara on his
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rise to fame in the sport of boxing.
His father and mother, Tommy and
Barbara were great friends of mine
and used to live in Chicago until
they moved back home to Ireland.
I missed not seeing them on the
weekends but, I was lucky enough
to meet up with them last year

when I was back in Connemara.
Their son Thomas is a name I think
you’ll be hearing a lot more of.

I write mostly about
music, but I’m a boxing fan also, and, I’m
now a number one fan
of Thomas O’Toole.
My song for this
month is one I wrote
for my friend Gerry McDonagh.
We were chatting at the bar one
night after I’d finished singing at
the ‘Island Inn’, Lawrence Ave.
Chicago. It was a great spot for
the craic and I used to play there
regular years ago. When Catherine
and Padraig McCormack had it.
Gerry and I had some mighty
conversations and we had so
much in common. I visited his
home in Ireland and he visited
mine. One night we were
deep in conversation and the
shots and beers were piling
up. When the drink is in, the
homesick talk starts to reach
the surface. Well, I went
home that night and wrote
a song for him and it’s called
‘Connemara Calls Me Back’.
I hope you have a wonderful
summer and as always be good to
one another. Joe

‘Connemara Calls Me Back’
© Written by Joe McShane

Verse 1
Well you taught me the music, to dance, and to sing
Then came the work and the need for to leave
Far away from the place, I love deep in my heart
Connemara I miss you, now we are apart
Verse 2
Been away from my home now for 30 long years
From New York to Chicago, I oft shed a tear
But I was raised to be proud and that’s just what I am
Maybe Christmas this year, I’ll go home if I can
Chorus
I’ll go back where the music comes straight from the soul
Sitting down by the fire with the ould Busca Ceòl
And raise up my spirit in love and in song
As I sleep Connemara calls me back to my home
Verse 3
In the summer you work, right up to nightfall
The depths of the winter you do no work at all
At five in the morning, you’re already gone
Where the boss is expecting two days is work in one
Verse 4
I miss my poor parents their heart and their soul
Sitting down by the fire with the ould Busca Ceòl
Now the best things in life maybe I left behind
Connemara I’m thinking will ne’r leave my mind
Chorus
Verse 5
Last night I dreamed I walked down by the sea
And the ocean it whispered come back home to me
And fish the salt water and stroll down the strand
Of lettermullen’s sweet shores my own native land
Chorus
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Gallagher’s
Advice
By Caroleann
Gallagher

Hello June IAN Readers. This
month I am on trial in a medical
malpractice case in the Daley Center. I am trying to focus all of my
attention there. I asked my colleague and coworker, Patrick Dwyer to contribute to this month’s
article. Patrick does a lot of the
same work that I do but he has
a specialty niche with Appeals. I
hope you enjoy his column and I
will be back next month!
So I Won/Lost My Case
Now What Happens
You’ve put a lot of work in
with your lawyer on a case. You
received a result from a jury or
a judge or arbitrator. It’s over
right? Wrong!
There are still legal issues that
are relevant in some cases. Sometimes a judgment will need to
be enforced through separate
proceedings. Before a judgment is
even enforceable there may be an
appeal. Remember Brown v. Board
of Education? That started as a local dispute and made it to the U.S.
Supreme Court. Sometimes cases
from Illinois even make it up to the
United States Supreme Court such
as the Janus decision and People v.
Sandy Williams. One of the leading
cases on gun control derived from
Illinois. That was why there was
so much hullabaloo about the guy
who liked beer. Remember the
“I like beer” guy played by Matt
Damon on Saturday Night Live? He
is now sitting on the United States
Supreme Court. But before you
go to the United States Supreme
Court to see the beer guy, there
are several levels of review.
Courts and juries can make
mistakes. Sometimes there is a
bad legal ruling such as a judge
misapplying legal precedent. What
is legal precedent? In the United
States we follow what is known
as the common law system, which
means that judges are bound to
follow case law from previous
cases similar to yours. If you got
into a car crash, there have been
many other car crashes and yes
there is a body of law that must

be followed. Sometimes, a judge
may misapply the precedent.
Sometimes, the judge allowed into
evidence information that should
not have been placed before the
jury. Sometimes the jury makes
the wrong decision and it may
seem capricious.
A party that did not prevail will
go up to the court of review. If that
is the Illinois Worker’s Compensation Commission, that will be the
Commission itself. Perhaps your
building was cited for a violation
and you ended up in 400 W. Superior. You would then appeal to the
Circuit Court at the Daley Center.
Jury cases start in the circuit
court (such as the Daley Center
downtown, the criminal court at
26th, and California, or the Bridgeview Courthouse). If you lose
at these courthouses, you will be
appealing to the appellate court.
In Cook County, the appellate
court is located at 160 N. LaSalle
Street in Chicago. Judges on the
appellate court sit on what are
known as “panels.” There are
three judges on a panel. You will
be assigned separate judges for
routine motions and the actual
decision on the case. Normally
these judges who have extensive
judicial experience through their
previous service in the trial court.
They also wear robes when your
lawyer appears before them for
oral argument. These judges do
not listen to witnesses. They are
bound by whatever was placed in
the record before the trial court.
They are there to sit in review,
only. So if some evidence came
up after trial, it requires the
adherence to special procedures
in the trial court. But appellate
judges do all sorts of cases, from
commercial disputes to personal
injury actions to criminal cases.
96% of all appeals end here.
But after the appellate court,
there is still another level of
review at the Illinois Supreme
Court. The Illinois Supreme Court
consists of 7 judges from around
the state, three of them are from

Cook County. To get to the Illinois
Supreme Court, your lawyer will
file a “Petition for Leave to Appeal.” The court reviews some
500 “PLAs” and your case might
be taken if there is some public
importance. Just because a case
is wrongly decided does not mean
that the Illinois Supreme Court
will decide it. The court has to
be mindful of the precedent
which it sets for the whole state.
In order to prevail, you will have
to convince four out of the seven
judges that you’re side is write.
Your attorney will have to go down
to Springfield to argue the case.
If you appeal, you’re attorney
will have to submit a carefully
written brief. You’ll have to be
subject to all sorts of new words
like “notice of appeal,” “appellate jurisdiction,” “forfeiture and
waiver,” “manifest weight of the
evidence,” and “plain error.” It is
important that you know that you
must appeal a judgment within 30
days. If you don’t, you’re out of
luck! There is very little that can
be done if that is the case.
But just because you have a
good issue to appeal does not
mean you should appeal. Are you
sure you don’t want to just move
on with your life? Normally trial
lawyers will want a separate fee
for an appeal. Can you afford to
hire an appellate lawyer? What is
the chance that you will actually
win? If you do win, are you ready
to fight it over in the trial court?
It can be very difficult to win in
the appellate court. Usually it
requires a clear legal issue that
was violated and it would affect
the outcome of the case. Courts
often commit errors but they may
be such that they do not merit
reversing the case and expending
additional judicial resources.
*Caroleann Gallagher is an Irish
born Attorney now licensed in
Illinois and practicing all types
of personal injury law – including
nursing home litigation, medical
malpractice law, wrongful death
claims, transportation injuries,
premises liability claims, defective product claims, construction
site injuries and Workers Compensation. She can be contacted
at cgallagher@dwyercoogan.com
or at 312-543-4642.

Guardian
of the Souls

In the early hours of morning,
about 2 to 3 times per week, I
walk from my house to the village
of Oughterard, in Galway. Along
the way I pass the old famine
graveyard. It looks like any other
field in this part of Connemara,
a bit stony and boggy. The 100’s
of people buried here have no
names or markers to distinguish
their time on this planet. The
sole occupant of the field is an
aging white horse, and as I give
him his morning treat of carrots,
I say a little prayer in memory of
the forgotten people buried here.
I started to reflect on why they
ended up here in this lonely field.

Between 1780 and the Census
of 1841 the population of Ireland
is believed to have increased by
172%, the corresponding increase
for England and Wales at this period was 88%. The huge increase in
Ireland is all the more remarkable
when one considers that we were
not affected by The Industrial
Revolution, and had little or no
commercial activity.
In all, the potato must be
seen as the primary cause of the
pre-famine population explosion.
It had replaced all other foodstuffs
to become the central item in
the diet of the Irish people. The
potato could be grown almost any-
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where, the boggier and rougher
the soil, the more it thrived. The
potato gave a greater yield per
acre than any other vegetable.
A small potato plot could feed
family and animals for most of the
year, and by selling a pig or a cow,
a little grain could be purchased as
a supplement, until the potatoes
were ready for the spade again the
following year.
People began to depend too
heavily on this crop, and when
disaster struck in the form of the
blight, their one and only source
of food was destroyed. Apart
from milk, they had nothing else,
as knowledge of the cultivation
and cooking of other crops was
unknown to them. The rivers and
seas were also full of fish, but the
tragedy was that nobody knew
how to fish. By literally having
to place all of their eggs in one
basket, they could not hope to
emerge as survivors when the
blight struck continuously from
1845 to 1847.
Millions died from starvation
and disease. Those lucky enough
to survive such a nightmare could
not bring themselves to face the
prospect of having to live through
such an ordeal ever again. From
then on, Ireland began to export her people to other lands,
countries to which they have
since added folklore, history and
value. A hush came over the Irish
landscape, the cabins were empty,
and people who had once graced
the land were either dead or had
emigrated. Maybe, from time to
time, we can say a short silent
prayer in memory of our forgotten
men, women and children who lie
without inscriptions in lonely fields
across the land of Ireland.

‘May the rains from the heavens fall gently upon all who rest
here,
May the wildflowers and
grasses whisper their wishes
into light.
May we reverence the village
of presence,
In the stillness of this silent
field’ – John O Donohue
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“Beannachtaí Lá Fhéile Pàdraig Ort”
Hailing originally from Arranmore Island,

Growing up, Caroleann has directly

off the Donegal coast, Caroleann has been

experienced the devastating impact on a

living and practicing law in Chicago for

family when the primary breadwinner

over ten years now. Her practice has

suffers an injury. She recently joined

been concentrated in representing labor

a

and union workers and their families, in all

concentrating in all types of personal

types of personal injury and work related

injury, medical malpractice, nursing home

accidents; including, construction site
accidents, automobile accidents and
premises liability claims. Her father and

Caroleann Gallagher
312-543-4642
cgallagher@dwyercoogan.com

nationally

renowned

law

firm

abuse and neglect, workers compensation law, and wrongful death litigation.
Caroleann is committed to protecting

three brothers all worked as tunnel miners

and vindicating the rights of people who

so she has a deep rooted affinity for the

are injured by the negligence of others

working man and their families

140 S. Dearborn,Suite 1603,
Chicago, IL, 60603 312-543-4642

DWYER & COOGAN, P.C.
www.dwyercoogan.com
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Final Exam

Ideally, Justice is blind. In
reality, left and right conspire
to appoint judges who will either
bend the laws and Constitution
of the US to please factional
wishes, or will preserve traditional values. We are now in
another contentious time like
that which arose during the
Vietnam War, and factions are
demanding courts make decisions to accommodate unusual
social and sexual arrangements,
and a steadily growing number
of splinter groups are demanding special legal status and
protection.
As the electorate is splintered,
female advocates compare their
status to men, descendants of
slaves to those whose ancestors
experienced no manumission,
poorer to richer, gay to straight,
Muslim to Christian, atheist to
believer. And most all aggrieved
groups complain about and
deride “normal” vanilla white
men.
But when executive, judicial
and legislative branches clash,
there is no higher appeal. So
contenders seek out special help
to add weight to their aspirations and opinions.
Special courts and special
prosecutors with superior powers are empowered for special
circumstances. Ireland still has
its special emergency legislation. And we’ve all seen what
special prosecutors like Mueller,
Diplock courts, FISA courts and
Special Powers can do.
And if a system is to survive,
these are its last resort and must
be obeyed, despite what corruption and government chicanery
may be suspected. And hopefully
the system is wise enough to
then further pursue that corruption, no matter where the chips
may fall. Preserving the Constitution requires a citizenry that
respects the nobility of US law

and will stand up to preserve it.
Who is the law? Is law determined by whomever at the
moment has enough cash and
zealots behind them to control
the streets?
Disappointed Hillary supporters are legion. However, like
former Nixon voters, they don’t
often appear for roll call. But
whether or not their heart still
throbs for Hillary, many are like
the fabled kid who, finding no
present on his birthday; spots
a pile of dung and exclaims:
‘Wow! There must be a pony”.
Now, even after that “birthday”
investigation of more than two
years that nearly daily promised breathlessly to expose
“bombshells”, but instead only
thoroughly upset and divided
Americans, many still follow
establishment press and politicians wanting to dig through
the inquiry’s ashes. Do the pols
and press really believe in this
bombshell of their own making
that bombed, or are they simply
clinging to the only weapon
that, until now, has kept national anxiety burning red hot?
Is money behind the effort?
Mr. Soros has spent more than
$32 billion of his own fortune, a
billion of which he made shorting the pound and breaking the
bank of England, to influence and
change laws and culture, worldwide. He funds Media Matters
for America, a progressive 501c
nonprofit targeting U.S. media.
Media is a corporate business
thriving on liberal legislation
and corporate advertising. It’s
owners are of a class that can
live comfortably anywhere they
like in the world. Like most
corporations, they relish the
opportunities presented in developing third world areas of
Africa and the East. At one time
they marched abroad behind
the cross. In this most secular

society the symbol is now a
cornucopia of goods. As always,
they come promising freedom
and salvation.
Machiavelli said “it is far
better to be feared than loved
if you cannot be both” He then
says: “One can make this generalization about men: they
are ungrateful, fickle, liars, and
deceivers, they shun danger and
are greedy for profit”.
So, how to rule now by fear?
Leaders have ruled preaching
“God will get you” if you disobey. But in a society where
God has no official place, some
other external threat must
substitute. Hitler is long dead,
American Nazis are pathetic,
and it’s no longer kosher to
blame a religious group. That
leaves countries. China is indeed
a threat, but we have so many
irons in the fire there. The old
bugbear Russia that worked so
well in the ‘50’s still had some
gas in the tank, though.
Now that the Russia decoy
has been revealed as flim-flam,
a pink duck, the true believers
must be kept in line with new
sideshows like “Son of Russia
Investigation” and Trump’s Tax
Thriller”; anything to keep
them from running out to see
the ’”Crimes of the Swamp
Creatures” feature.
Will any investigation get
to the bottom of what “the
swamp” establishment has
done, and reveal that truth to
the American public? And, most
important: will the hydraulics of
that swamp ever be revealed?
America still awaits sequestered information about the

murder of its only Catholic President. Recurring Bloody Sunday
inquiries over half a century
have only now assigned blame
on the lowest rank of soldiers,
pawns in a real game of thrones
and a long secret war against
Irish independence.
Then, of course, there’s the
mother of all murders, nearly
175 years past now; a widespread but curiously very selective ‘famine’ that starved to
hollow-eyed, trembling ragged,
skeletal wretchedness the men,
women and children of not only
one race, but of only one religion
as well. Two groups in that island
country, one growing and gathering the grain and livestock;
the other shipping it all for sale
abroad (save that portion to be
processed in Ireland into fine
food and porter for Protestant
tables). And more than a million
Irish Catholics died; and another
million and a half fled for their
lives abroad, or were cast into
colonial servitude for petty
crimes like stealing food for
their children.
But as every child on both
sides of the Atlantic learned in
school, the death and depopulation was the fault of the Irish

www.galwayarms.com
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liking potatoes to a fault, and
maybe the fault of the English
too, for liking their economic
theories to a fault, and not the
genocidal anti-Irish, anti-Catholic beliefs of British officials like
Charles Trevelyan, famine relief
administrator and Assistant Secretary of Her Majesty’s Treasury.
So, how it will end? Will the
establishment allow a thorough
examination on its efforts to influence the Presidential election
and then nullify the results? If
the American spirit does not
rise to the occasion and uncover
the cabal behind the smashed
phones, bleached computers,
debate cheating and secret
meetings designed to overthrow
a President and election, Then
the American experiment is
already over.
© 2019 Michael P Morley
Watch shows online:
http://IRISHTV.US
Facebook: Irish Eye /
IrishTV.US
Chicago cable TV: Channel
19: Monday 7PM, Tuesday 2PM
Comcast: NORTH suburbs:
Channel 19 or 35: Tuesday, 6PM
WEST suburbs: Channel 19
Tues., 7:30
E-mail: IrishTV@att.net

galwayarms@gmail.com

The Galway Arms

2442 N. Clark Street, Chicago 60614 (773) 472-5555

CHICAGO’S HOME FOR TRADITIONAL IRISH MUSIC

Sunday: The Galway Arms Sunday Session
featuring Paddy Homan and friends
Tuesday: Pat Quinn and friends*
Wednesday: Pauline Conneely and friends*
Thursday: Rachel Gribben and friends*
Upstairs Wedding and Wedding Rehearsal Dinners
773-472-5555 Soul of Ireland, Heart of Chicago
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Shane’s Games

The Latest News on Sports
an nuacht is déanaí faoi chúrsaí spóirt

By Shane O’Brien
Leinster completed a bittersweet month with a compelling
18-15 win over Glasgow in the
PRO14 final in Celtic Park.
The Irish province sealed their
sixth league title in difficult conditions thanks to first half tries
from Garry Ringrose and Cian
Healy, but it is only small consolation after they were beaten 20-10
by Saracens in the Champions Cup
final just two weeks earlier.
Chasing a record fifth European
success, Leinster raced into a 10-0
lead at St James’ Park courtesy of
a Tadgh Furlong try and Johnny
Sexton penalty, but crucially surrendered that lead on the stroke
of half time when scrum-half Luke
McGrath opted against kicking the
ball out of play and ending the
half in an unsuccessful effort to
land a killer blow. As it transpired,

Saracens’ Sean Maitland touched
down at the other end to leave the
sides level at 10-10 at the break.
Leinster probed in the second half, but couldn’t break a
physically dominant Saracens
side down. When Billy Vunipola
touched down for the English
side’s second try, it effectively
ended the game as a contest.
Leinster did recover by comprehensively beating fierce rivals
Munster in the RDS, before just
about shading that thrilling finale
with Glasgow to end the year with
some silverware.
All Ireland hurling and football
champions kicked off with contenders for both Liam McCarthy
and Sam Maguire already showing
their title winning credentials.
In the hurling, Tipperary once
again look a force to be reck-
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oned with after they recorded Limerick’s hurlers might have over New York in Gaelic Park,
convincing wins over Cork and failed to impress in the early Mayo entertained Roscommon
Waterford to sit atop the Munster rounds of the Munster champion- in the provincial semi-finals. A
ship, the same cannot be said for rip-roaring contest was decided
round robin.
Limerick got their campaign their footballers.
by Roscommon veteran Fintan
Going in as massive underdogs Cregg, who pointed deep into
off to an underwhelming start
when they were well beaten by a for their Munster quarter-final injury time to give Roscommon
Patrick Horgan inspired Cork. The against Tipperary, Limerick were their first championship win in
Treaty now face a must win game full merit for their seven-point Mayo since 1986.
They will meet Galway in the
with bottom side Waterford at the win. Division 4 Waterford also
gave Division 2 a massive scare final for the fourth consecutive
beginning of June.
Waterford were pipped by Clare in a 0-09 – 0-08 defeat in Ennis. year after the Tribesmen just
In Leinster, it looks like busi- about got the better of London in
in a 1-20 to 0-22 home defeat,
before they were annihilated by ness as usual with Dublin kicking Ruislip, before easing to victory
a ruthless Tipperary a week later. off their drive for five with a over Sligo in the semi-finals.
Ulster has proved to be one of
After just two games, their season 26-point hammering of Louth.
Dublin, chasing their 9th consec- the most difficult competitions in
already appears to be over.
In Leinster, Carlow caused utive Leinster title, shrugged off Gaelic Games. Armagh recorded
something of a stir by getting losing Paul Mannion to a red card their first championship win since
within six points of Galway in midway through the first half in 2014 with a memorable onepoint win over Down after extra
Salthill. Playing in their first game a display of ruthless efficiency.
Beyond Dublin, however, Lein- time, while Cavan dumped out
since last year’s famous promotion, the Barrowsiders trailed ster has proved thrilling. Kildare Monaghan after a thrilling display
by just three points as the game – ran close by Division 4 Wicklow at Breffni Park. Notably, Oisin Kientered the final strait and it was in the preliminary rounds – were ernan – diagnosed with testicular
only then that Galway tacked on taken to extra time by Longford at cancer – started and starred for
three points to add some gloss to the end of the month in a pulsat- Cavan in the four-point victory.
ing and high scoring draw.
Cavan will meet Armagh with
the scoreline.
Meath, just promoted to Divi- a place in the Ulster final at
They were brought down to
earth a week later with a re- sion 1 of the National Football stake. Tyrone will face Donegal
sounding 14-point hammering League also had to come from four after they overcame Antrim and
at the hands of Kilkenny at Dr points down against Offaly, who Fermanagh in the quarter finals.
Cullen Park.
just about stayed in Division 3.
In soccer, Mick McCarthy has
The Cats, like Tipperary, look
It is in Connacht, though, where called several uncapped players
like they mean business this year the football championship has up to the Irish squad ahead of
and sit top of the Leinster pile really ignited. After a facile win crucial ties with Denmark and
following wins over
Gibraltar. Goalkeepers
Since 1957
Carlow and a resurJames Talbot of Bohemians
Fresh Baked
Soda Bread
gent Dublin.
and Bristol’s Max O’Leary
Scones,
Below them, it is
were also called up, while
very congested beBolton’s Luca Connell has
Meat Pies,
Feel Right at
tween Dublin, Galmade the big step from
Sausage Rolls
Home Here!
way and Wexford for
under-19 level to senior
for your
just two places. Wexinternational football.
TRADITIONAL IRISH BREAKFAST
ford’s dramatic draws
Talbot, who has excelled
with both Dublin and
for Bohemians this year
Fresh Sausage, Rashers, Boiling Bacon
Galway leaves them
in the League of Ireland,
Black & White Puddings
was called up as a replaceon two points, while
Belleek, Galway Crystal,
ment for Mark Travers of
Dublin’s narrow defeat to Kilkenny leaves
Bournemouth – also an
Books, Clothing, Jewelry
them with one. Galuncapped call-up – after
•T-Shirts •Hats •Flags
way currently head
the former Shamrock Rov•Stickers•CD’s •Novelties
ers goalkeeper withdrew
the mini league with
We use UPS to Ship
with an injury.
three points, but a
Around the World!
The Boys in Green curtruly compelling two
Hours: MON CLOSED
rently sit top of Group D
weeks are in store in
TU-FRI 10-5:45 SAT 10-5 SUN 10-3
with 6 points and 2 wins
the Leinster champi6346 W GUNNISON ST
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60630
onship.
will see them take a giant
Not to be outdone, gaelicimportschicago@gmail.com leap towards qualifying
the football cham- facebook gaelic imports Chicago for next year’s Europepionship has already
an Championships, with
773-792-1905
provided some memsome games taking place
FAX: 773-792-1925
orable games. While
in Dublin.
Located NW Side of Chicago!
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On the Upbeat
By Maryann
McTeague Keifer

Tis the season of massive Celtic music nearly every
week through September! I am going to concentrate on 13
Midwest festivals, and hopefully can do them justice. The
number and variety of bands and musicians is incredible.
Doolin and Gaelic Storm will be at eight fests, and Connla,
Aoife Scott, and The High Kings each grace five.
Get your calendars out and reserve your weekends.
Chicago’s Irish American Heritage Center kicks things
off on July 12-14 with Tupelo, McPeake, House of Hamill,
Rory Makem, The Larkin & Moran Brothers, and coming up
from Florida, The Byrne Brothers. President Mike Shevlin
and his committee have a great fest planned for you.
(irish-american.org)
Cleveland Irish Cultural Fest follows from July 19-21 at
the Cuyahoga Fairgrounds with Gaelic Storm, We Banjo 3,
the Byrne Brothers, Cherish the Ladies, Rory Makem, Derek
Warfield & The Young Wolfetones, and the talented singer
songwriter Ashley Davis. (clevelandirish.com)

the High Kings, The Fitzgeralds, and the Screaming Orphans
doing both will keep your toes tapping! (irishfair.com)
August 15-18 is the Milwaukee Irish Fest! The “Mother
of All Irish Fests” is held on the gorgeous lakefront of Milwaukee. Featuring 17 stages, you will never have a moment
there isn’t a band you want to see. This year, Galway is
the showcase and includes the fabulous Back West, Liz &
Yvonne Kane, We Banjo 3, The Whileaways, and Leo Moran
& Padraig Stevens. The Trad Fest partnership musicians are
Boxing Banjo, Emma Longford, Realta, and Susan O’Neill.
Others include Connla, Socks in the Frying Pan, Doolin, Elephant Sessions, Aoife Scott & Andy Meany, Athas, Myserk,
Moxie, Tallymore, The Red Hot Chili Pipers, Skerryvore,
The High Kings, Gaelic Storm, Hermitage Green, Aislinn
Gagliardi, and many others. Closing in on 40 years, this is
a fest not to be missed! (irishfest.com)
After a few days rest, it’s time to head down to the
Peoria Irish Fest from August 23-25 on the riverfront.
Doolin, the excellent One for the Foxes, Seven Nations,
Skerryvore, and the Gothard Sisters are the announced
performers with more to come. (peoriairishfest.com)
The next weekend, is the highly acclaimed Kansas City
Irish Fest from August 30-September 1 downtown in the
Crowne Plaza. One of the bands’ favorite fests, this is one I
have yet to make it to and need to get there. Doolin, Dave

Connla
Byrne Brothers
The amazing free to attend Dayton Celtic Festival run
by Bill and Nancy Russell, their daughters, husbands, and
committee have Socks in the Frying Pan, Cuig, who I’m
sure will be up sharing stages with Socks, Doolin, Gaelic
Storm, Scythian, Rory Makem, The Drowsy Lads, Dulahan,
and the great daily ceili run by Eamonn de Cogain. (daytoncelticfestival.com)
The following weekend August 2-4 is the Dublin Irish Fest
featuring the only fest appearance of one of my absolute
favorites-SLIDE, the iconic Altan, We Banjo 3, Socks in
the Frying Pan, Cuig, Aoife Scott & Andy Meany, Cassie &
Maggie MacDonald, Doolin, The East Pointers, The Red Hot
Chili Pipers, Gaelic Storm, Scythian, and Emmet Cahill.
(dublinirishfestival.com)
Sharing the same weekend is the Iowa Irish Festival
in downtown Waterloo. You’ll find JigJam with their new
album, Phoenix, also The High Kings, Realta, Tallymore,
Gaelic Storm, Scythian, The Screaming Orphans, Derek
Warfield & The Young Wolfetones, Seo Linn, and Colm
Keegan. (iowairishfest.com)
LaCrosse WI and Minnesota share the weekend of August 9-11. In La Crosse, you’ll see Skerryvore, We Banjo
3, Connla, Athas, Seamus Kennedy, Gaelic Storm, and The
Screaming Orphans. (irishfestlacrosse.org) North in St. Paul
Minnesota, Aoife Scott & Andy Meany, Doolin, We Banjo 3,
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3 Outdoor Patios - 3 Special Events Rooms
Irish Cottage Room with Fireplace and Bar
Private Rooms - Parties to 300!

Your Host: Martin Lynch & Staff Welcome You to
one of the BEST Irish Pub/Restaurants
in Chicagoland! 708-485-8787

www.irishtimespub.com

Indianapolis has much to offer with the NCAA, The Indy
500, and fabulous children’s museums, along with my
favorite deli, Shapiro’s.
Be sure to make the effort to attend several of these
fests to support the music and the thousands of volunteers
who make these fests possible.

Aoife Scott
& Andy Meany

Curley, Ashley Davis, Pigeon Kings, The High Kings, Gaelic
Storm, Red Hot Chili Pipers, Moxie, and One for the Foxes
will have the crowds hopping. (kcirishfest.com)
Head east to the Pittsburgh Irish Fest at a new, drier,
location on the Sandcastle Waterpark Ground. There,
you’ll get to enjoy JigJam, the on fire fiddler Eileen Ivers,
The Screaming Orphans, The Steam Trio made up of Katie
Grennan, John Williams, and Steve Morrow, Cathal Dunne,
and Colm Keegan. (pghirishfest.org)
Two great fests which, unfortunately, also share the same
dates of September 13-15 are Michigan and Indianapolis. In
a beautiful park on the water in Muskegan, Michigan’s Irish
Fest committee has this fest down to a science. From parking lot shuttles, the nicest, cleanest Porta Potties you’ll
ever see (It means a lot to the ladies, fellas…), a lovely
tea room, and a fun whiskey tasting tent, they make this
music experience extremely pleasurable. This year, you’ll
see JigJam, Doolin, Connla, Aoife Scott & Andy Meany, One
for the Foxes, Moxie Strings, The Conifers, The Drowsy
Lads, The High Kings, Gaelic Storm, Moxie, Tallymore,
Pigeon Kings, and Kennedy’s Kitchen. (michiganirish.org)
Go South to Indianapolis Irish Fest, Connla, Aoife Scott,
and the Drowsy Lads will be doing double duty, The Colin
Farrell band, Cassie & Maggie MacDonald, Bellow Wood,
and The Pigeon kings will be performing. A compact town,
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A Comedy with God, Games, & Goofy Prizes!
by Vicki Quade

“Bible Bingo is a really good show,” says Theatre by Numbers.
“A number of people get together to have some munchies and drinks.
They play a few rounds of Bingo while they laugh, sing, chat,
and goof around. It is a beautiful thing.”

“A fresh new twist on bingo.”
--The Chicago Stage Standard
“Filled with Catholic humor.” -New City Chicago

Now in its 6th year

Bible Bingo

Fridays at 8 p.m. &
Saturdays at 8 p.m.

Royal George Theater

1641 N. Halsted, Chicago
Group discounts
discounts
Tickets are $30 Group
are available.
available.
are
For tickets: 312-988-9000

Now in its 24th year

Late Nite Catechism
By Vicki Quade & Maripat Donovan

5 p.m. Saturdays &
2 p.m. Sundays

www.nuns4fun.com

Happy Father’s day to our dad’s
past and present. I will be in
Ireland with my daughter visiting
my parent’s grave in Donegal by
the time you read this. It’s been a
few years and I’m feeling a little
sad because my parents’ home
was sold last year. I feel it’s kind
of like sacred because my father
passed away in that house, it
wasn’t our ancestral home but it
was home as long as our parents
were in it. I have great memories
bringing my son home to meet
my parents, my dad was happy
I gave my son his name. Later I
would have a daughter and give
her my mother’s name . Ok I’m
off to pack and I’ll tell you all
about it when I get back, hope
you enjoy reading my memories
about my dad.
My father was very tall with
thick wavy dark hair he was very
kindly, never went to pubs, loved
to tell a good story but the trouble was if he lit that darn pipe,
oh boy the story took forever
and ever, and if it was a funny
story he would suddenly start
laughing halfway through it! We
knew when his shoulders started
shaking it was going to be a very,
very long story. His parents died
when he was barely a teenager,
he had a younger brother and
sister to help care for. He didn’t
talk very much about his parents
but would tell us funny stories
about his childhood like the
time himself and his friends tied
binder twine around the bottom
of their trousers and jumped the

wall into a rich farmers orchard
grabbing as many apples as they
could stuffing them all the way
down the legs of their trousers
until they could barely climb back
over the wall with the farmers
dogs hot on their heels. He was
so funny I could write a book on
his childhood escapades.
I’m the middle child out of
twelve so when mother was in
hospital dad would wash us,
change nappies, organize the
household and make us porridge
for breakfast. Unfortunately
for us, he liked to put salt in it
whereas mother had a sweet
tooth and used sugar and milk.
He was a pretty decent cook.
I remember one time helping
him make Irish stew, I say “ one
time” because I thought it was a
great idea to add a tin of bachelor green peas to his stew but it
turned it emerald green, and my
siblings were not happy. Fortunately for me it tasted delicious.
If he was around after his farm
chores dad would always pitch
in, especially on Sundays helping
mother wash the dishes. He was
very hygienic and told us to let
them drip dry but as soon as he
was out of sight we would quickly
dry them and shove them in the
cupboard as fast as we could as
teenagers we had better things
to do.
He was a good hard working
man. Every Friday he would hand
mother his wages then he would
line us up and with a twinkle in
his beautiful blue eyes ask us if we
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had been good and helped mother
around the house so according to
our age he would give us pocket
money. I remember graduating
from the big brown heavy pennies
to thrupence, sixpence and then a
shilling. Oh boy you were getting
old when you got to a shilling. I
actually carry on the same tradition with my children to this day.
He was heartbroken when my
mother died in his arms. He lived
on for another four years but he
was very lonely without her. I
used to call him a few times a
week and ask his advice about
my garden to make him feel I
still needed him and his advice;
my kids would post little care
packages just for something for
him to look forward too. He hated
using the phone so I was shocked
when he called me, he was mad
because he found out I had breast
cancer and hid it from him. I explained to him I was in treatment
and taking cancer drugs with the
reassurance it wouldn’t return.
(Unfortunately it did fourteen
years later after he passed away).
I thought it would be great idea
to arrange a surprise party back
home for his eightieth birthday. I
booked the hotel and was excited
to get little party favors together,
one being photos of him in his kilt
when he played snare drum for
the Hibernians in Donegal.
Four months before his birthday my father smoked his pipe for
the last time put it in the ashtray
laid down for his afternoon nap
and passed away peacefully in his
sleep. I was heartbroken but took
condolence in the fact that he
was with my mother and his parents that he had lost and dearly
missed as a young boy.
We arranged a beautiful horse
drawn glass hearse for him because when we were growing
up we would be in awe of these
beautiful glass carriages and ask
him who are these people, he
would nod his head and say they
must be very important people.
Well Father you were very important to us so we did the same
for you, we hope we made you
proud, we miss you very much but
we know your content up there
with our beautiful mother. Gone
but never forgotten.
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SCOTTISH

FESTIVAL
& HIGHLAND

GAMES

FRIDAY JUNE 14 & SATURDAY JUNE 15
HAMILTON LAKES, ITASCA, ILLINOIS

scottishfestivalchicago.org

Proceeds from the
festival benefit
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Can You Change The World?

Over the years of writing this column I have been asked
where do I get the ideas for my Irish American News columns. My answer is I find subjects for my column just about
any place. For example, I was inspired by a particularly
tenacious woman begging out in front of a grocery store
in Vilnius, Lithuania. She was quite persistent in asking
people for their change; I believe close to 50% of the
people who passed by gave her some change. Her success
reminded me that persistence pays off.
More recently my wife and I participated in a small
Christian group for Lent. It was there that I was introduced
to a book, The Four Signs of a Dynamic Catholic, by Matthew Kelly. The subtitle spoke to me, “How engaging 1% of
Catholics could change the world.” But instead of Catholic,
I felt I could change that to American or Chicagoan. As
Kelly says, “If enough of us improved ourselves just 1%,
it would make an enormous difference in our lives and in
our environment.”
Who would have believed forty or fifty years ago that
smoking in a restaurant, an office building or public venues
would be prohibited? But somewhere there were individuals who realized that there were numerous negative
effects, not only for the smoker but the public at large.
I don’t claim any significant scholarship on the bodily effects of smoking. I am a guy who stopped smoking years
ago because my then eleven year old son kept bugging me
about the damages of smoking. After quitting for Lent that
year, I decided to stop for good. Why? Because after six
week free of tobacco, I felt better, healthier and more in
control. My clothes didn’t reek of the smell of tobacco.
I could walk, run, and climb stairs much more easily. All

and all, I felt much better physically and mentally. That
same son has convinced me within the last few years that
I can live without soda pop and its bad effects; so I am
now approaching two years without soda pop of any kind.
I am not trying to bore you with stories about my life,
but rather trying to emphasize that one person can influence our lives greatly. Think about the life lessons you
learned from a parent or grandparent, caring teacher,
coach, or pal.
Hopefully you agree with me, in our lives
some individuals, more than others, have
had substantial impact on us. What would
America look like if Rosa Parks had simply
moved out of the “white section” of that
Montgomery, Alabama bus? Three of her
fellow seat mates did move.
Perhaps none of us will have our stories
recorded in history books like Rosa Parks,
but our willingness to take one step forward
can affect the lives of others, maybe a lot
of them. The author, Matthew Kelly, speaks
of our simply taking small steps towards our
objective while manifesting the attitude,
“I can do that.” I am convinced that many
of us simply “phone in”our work activities; as the saying
goes we do enough so we don’t get fired but not much
more. Do you think that attitude is fairly common? I am
not saying that most people are lazy, but rather that we
become complacent quickly, whether in our jobs or family
or social life.
While I was in college I had a summer job at the Cook
County building in Chicago. On the first day, five or six of
us were sorting canceled paychecks and putting them in
numerical order. One of the full time employee quietly said
to me, “Slow down, Jim, we are not in any hurry, we have
two weeks to finish this task”. What a rude awakening for
me considering that I would have guessed the whole job
could have been completed by two people in two days.
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I am not interested in lamenting “ancient” history; rather let’s concentrate on the future. Are
you where you want to be spiritually? Materially?
Family wise? Health wise? Would a slight improvement in one or more of these aspects enhance
your life? The author, Mr. Kelly, is convinced that
improving any one of these parts of your life normally
improves more than just the one you were focusing on.
If you start a physical fitness program, your energy level
will likely increase, which in turn will enhance whatever
projects you are working on. Haven’t you found that to be
the case? If you have been working on your spiritual side,
you will probably find that you will be more compassionate
and understanding with your friends and family members,
enhancing those connections as well.
The salient points of Mr. Kelly’s book
were difficult to synthesize because his
book is loaded with so many pertinent
points that could be valuable to any of
us. He does say that you must be planful,
not just a person trying to move in several
directions simultaneously. That attitude
might suggest that multiple tasking is
grossly overrated. Having a laser focus on
a problem will surely help you complete
it sooner than trying to do it while also
working on several other pertinent tasks.
Carpe Diem.
I have not recommended any books in
the past, but I found Mr. Kelly’s book an
excellent read and quite compelling, regardless of a person’s religious persuasion. You can get a used paperback
copy for $5-6.00, including shipping & handling.
FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION: “The idea for which
this nation stands will not survive if the highest goal
free men can set themselves is an amiable mediocrity.
Excellent implies striving for the highest standards in
every phase of life.”
J o h n W. G a r d n e r, s c h o l a r a n d a u t h o r
James F. Fitzgerald is the president of James F.
Fitzgerald & Associates, Inc. a Naperville, IL-based
firm that specializes in career transition/management and executive coaching. Jamesffitzgerald.
com Jamesffitz37@hotmail.com #630-420-0362

Proud to fire up our ovens everyday to bring you the
absolute freshest baked goods in the Chicagoland area!
Visit us today!
Palos Heights Bakery
12248 S Harlem Ave
Palos Heights, IL 60463
708.931.5199
Monday:
Tuesday – Friday:

CLOSED
6am-6pm

Crestwood Bakery
13545 Cicero Ave
Crestwood, IL 60445
708.925.9447
Saturday:
Sunday:

6am – 5pm
7am – 2pm

Also find us at the Orland Park, Oak Forest and Palos Park
Metra Stations. AND in the Oak Lawn Public Library!

DOUGHSGUYSBAKERY.COM
doughsguysbakery@gmail.com
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Each year in June, Catholic Charities
looks forward to honoring older adults
at our Senior Unity Mass. This year’s
46th annual event, which will take
place June 13 at the historic St. Casimir
Motherhouse, will include singing from
Catholic Charities’ talented staff choir,
an information fair on senior services,
opportunities to socialize with old and
new friends, and a delicious hot lunch.
Each senior is made to feel extra special
on this day. It is a beautiful way for
seniors from all over the Archdiocese to
come together in fun and fellowship to
celebrate the joys of elderhood.
The careful planning and dedication
that make the Senior Unity Mass so special
is indicative of the same loving care that
goes into all Catholic Charities services
for older adults. Catholic Charities is profoundly grateful that more than 300,000
seniors are entrusted to our care each
year, and we are honored to treat them
with the compassion and esteem that
reflects their essential human dignity.
We offer seniors a multitude of services
that act as a complete continuum of care,
helping them remain in their own homes,
relocate to affordable senior apartments,
or make the transition to nursing care.
One of the ways seniors and their
families look to Catholic Charities for
assistance is through our Care Coordination program, in which caseworkers visit
seniors in their homes and conduct a comprehensive assessment to identify needs.
Then, we assist the senior in setting up
needed services, many of which are offered by Catholic Charities. For example,
Catholic Charities Home Care Department
helps seniors with daily activities such
as cleaning, cooking, bathing, grooming,
and shopping. We also operate the Home
Delivered Meals program, which offers a
hot noon-time meal delivered with love
by dedicated volunteers. Oftentimes the
daily hot meal and routine visits from a
home care aid are all that are needed
for a senior to gracefully age in place,
remaining safely in their own homes and
communities.
Catholic Charities also operates three
Adult Day Care sites. These are wonderful
places for seniors who cannot be alone
during the day. We provide transportation to and from the sites as well as

breakfast, lunch
and a snack. We
engage the seniors in a variety of activities
throughout the
day focusing on
health, exercise, socialization, and creativity. In addition, Catholic Charities
manages numerous Congregate Dining
locations and five Senior Centers, offering
cheerful and welcoming gathering places
where seniors can make new friends,
enjoy a nutritionally-balanced hot lunch,
and engage in a wide array of activities.
For seniors who are looking to downsize or make a move into senior housing,
Catholic Charities offers 1,500 affordable
apartments in 19 buildings that are specifically designed for the unique needs of
older adults. Affordability, accessibility,
and numerous safety features make these
apartments a great option for low-income
seniors who want to maintain their independence but desire the camaraderie of
living near other older adults.
For seniors in need of nursing care,
Catholic Charities operates Holy Family Villa, a licensed skilled nursing and
rehabilitation facility in Palos Park that
offers 24-hour nursing staff; physical,
occupational and speech therapy; social
services; pastoral care; nutritious meals;
and social and recreational activities.
Long-term care and short-term rehab
are available.
Pope Francis has reminded us that our
seniors are a treasury of wisdom and a
gift of love and beauty for the Church
and the world. We need only look to
some of our favorite Bible stories to see
God’s love for elders and their significant
contributions to His unfolding purposes.
Catholic Charities is blessed to care for
so many of our treasured seniors in the
Archdiocese of Chicago, and we are committed to meeting their needs with grace
and dignity so that we all may celebrate
the joys of elderhood together.
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On the next page is my regular
monthly column, Part 2 of my
conversation with a veteran United States Marine, Tony Slevin.
From time to time I get comments from readers and I wanted
to share this one with you!

Perfectly Poured Pint.
Live Irish & Celtic Music.
Irish & Irish-American Fare.

9

Irish Brothers
Traditional Irish Pub

®

O'Bryan's Nine Irish Brothers is an award-winning
traditional Irish pub, recently named the Best Irish
Pub in the State of Indiana by Yelp and Buzzfeed.
We serve premium Irish food and spirits and have a
full bar and menu, with items ranging from salads to
steak to Irish favorites such as Guinness stew, shepherd's pie, and fish & chips.
Named by Diageo (parent co. of Guinness) as serving
the Best Pint in the USA in 2010.

Well-behaved patrons of all ages are welcome. Nine
Irish Brothers is proud to be smoke-free. We also
feature world-class, live Irish entertainment on most
weekend nights.

Three Locations to Serve You:
119 Howard Ave, West Lafayette, IN
near Purdue University
(765) 746-4782
3520 St. Rd. 38 E, Lafayette, IN (765) 447-0999
& 575 Massachusetts Ave, Indianapolis
(317) 964-0990
www.nineirishbrothers.com

Hi Charles,

I am not sure if you are in America or Ireland when you write your
stories. But just finished reading
the story of Tony Slevin - USMC
Veteran.
Just wanted to tell you that on
every Tuesday morning in Niles,
llinois.a suburb of Chicago we
meet with 70 Vietnam Veterans Army, Marines, Navy, Air Force.We
just have coffee, share info about
events for Veterans and about
Benefits, then just talk. We meet
at 7039 W. Dempster, Niles, IL. at
a Dunkin Donut coffee shop. The
owner lets us meet in his side room
that is a meeting, and business
area, but reserved for us at 9:00
a.m. til about 10:00 a.m. or 10:30
am sometimes.
Now here is the Irish story of
these Vietnam Veterans and a
picture of just them here.
We have some that were born in
Ireland, just like Tony, they came
out were either drafted or joined
like Tony and his brother, and

either in the Army or U.S. Marine
Corps. The rest of us are 1st Generation Irish as our parents were
born in Ireland and came to America - mine from Mayo - Westport
- Dad, Tony McGill - Roschaill East
outside Westport, and my Mother, Margaret McHale/McGillfrom
Castle Bar - Greenaun - North of
Taum. My Great Great Great Uncle
was Archbishop John McHale. Ok,
back to the rest of the story.
By the way my wife’s Mother
and Father were from Ireland also
Mayo - Attaymass, mother in law,
Father in Law - Letrim.
There are three of us Irish
Americans that have written
books; Mike Duffy, Myself - Roger
McGill, and John Jennings. We
also have done events at the Irish
American Heritage Center here in
Chicago. We did an Agent Orange
information and presentation in
September 23rd, 2017.
Last year and the year before
those mentioned above gave a
talk about their time in Vietnam
and their Irish Heritage
This November the three of us
mentioned above will be talking
on our books about Vietnam.
Lot’s of very interesting stories
in this Irish group as well as all
the other Vietnam Veterans that
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come to our coffee. By the way
we have one - he is a Ret. Police
Chief, Evanston, IL. again a suburb
of Chicago. He served in the same
Division as I at a later time. His
Grandfather Neilsson, was brought
over from Sweden to teach the
farmers in the Kerry Area to build
a dairy and pasteurize the milk.
He met a Irish girl, got married
and never left Ireland. They had
children which Dennis Neilsson
is one of them. His father came
to America, and one of Dennis’s
brothers built a house there a few
years back so the name of Neilsson
will always be in that town.
Now, we have another Irish (Old
Country) as we call them James
Flynn - who was from Kerry, and
was a farmer as a kid with his
parents farm, he came to America
and was drafted into the Army. He
knew all about Dennis Neilsson’s
Grandfather and the Dairy!
There are a lot more stories, too
many to mention here.
Anyway thought you might be
interested in hearing the rest of
the story.
Roger McGill Vietnam Veteran3/4 Cavalry - HHT - S-1 - RTO/
Driver25th Infantry Division
1965 - 1966 Cu Chi, Vietnam
First picture is ALL the Irish that
attend (see below), the other picture (not shown here) is ALL the
Vietnam Veterans that attend and
the owner and his family that own
the Dunkin Donuts. Enjoy.
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I obviously wasn’t
there, too busy being
born. And the guys
in that film were being trained for a war
that was ongoing and
which they knew they
would definitely be involved in, so their
An Informal Chat With training was particularly intense.
“But from the moment we stepped off
Tony Slevin, Former
the
bus onto Parris Island our training was
U.S. Marine Corps
really as grueling as you would expect.
			Part 2
“The whole idea was to break you down
“What were you doing when you were as an individual – the constant screaming
posted to Korea?” I ask Tony.
in your face – and to replace whatever you
“I was working on helicopters as an were with something else. Yet to leave
aerial observer.”
Right here is one of the
frustrating things about
interviewing Tony Slevin,
originally from Dublin. In
the past, people I’ve spoken
with – hell, people in general – are happy to talk about
themselves. Tony isn’t.
Beyond a polite surface
answer to most questions,
this guy is pretty much
guarded in his responses.
Much is off the record and
I’m pleased that I promised
him it would be an informal
chat or God knows I would
be lucky to get anything
at all.
“When my brother came
to me with flyers for the
military I went along with
him. As I’ve said, it was
in the back of my mind
in any case. Each branch
of the service was in the
same building. Eric, he went for the you with enough of the individual that
army.
would want to serve in the first place. It’s
“I’m not putting one over the other; only now that I realise how much thought,
but for me it was always going to be the intelligence and understanding of how the
Marine Corps. In my mind it was more of mind works went into that process.
a challenge and I liked the idea of being
“And of course different drill sergeants
part of a smaller and more self-contained had different techniques. Some would
unit.”
have you singing the Marine Corps hymn
As a movie buff I can’t help but ask before you went to bed. You’d be in bed
him what film he feels reflects life in the by seven in the evening and allowed to
Marines most accurately; and there is no read your letters; but ‘free time’ following the training wasn’t really that. Free
hesitation:
“It’s the opening part of ‘Full Metal time would be polishing your boots and so
Jacket’, the bit set in the Boot Camp. No on. But that’s what most of us were there
question. There are other decent films for, that discipline.”
out there, but all of them have some
I ask him how he feels about the recent
flaws or other, ranging from the very small controversy over those who can be adto the ridiculous. But that first third of mitted for service. This is greeted with
a shrug.
Kubrick’s film nails it.
“I can’t comment on the rest of the
“It’s of no interest to me. I have no
movie, because it was set in Vietnam and problem working with women or gay peo-
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ple as long as they are good marines first.
That’s the be-all and end-all. A person’s
sexuality is irrelevant as long as they are
good at what they do.
“Are you happy with the person who
may have to have your back in time of
conflict? That’s what you’re concerned
about and where I would see the point to
Trump’s issues with transsexuals. If you
have other things on your mind like changing gender – and that’s a pretty f****** big
issue -- then I would suggest you get that
sorted before ever considering a life in the
military; because until you do then you
can’t be focusing your energy properly.
After that, it’s of no concern to me.
“That’s why we had the
buddy-system right from the
start of our training. A lot of
these guys were straight out
of school and into the Marines,
so it was important. You were
with someone who would
do anything for you and you
would do anything for them.
“Everybody starts as a recruit, then you graduate to
Private, then 1st Class and
so on. NCO is a harder rank
to get to: you have to really
work to get the points needed
for Corporal. But it gives you
more choices afterwards – embassy duty and so on. I had
been thinking of doing that in
Yemen as I’d always wanted
to see that country. But in
the end I went to Okinawa. I
liked the people and felt that
they liked us; although there
was a token day once a year
when they formed a human
chain around the base in protest at our
presence there.
“After I had done the aptitude tests I
was found to be best suited for Logistics
and Embarkation. The helicopter training
was tough: we did simulated helicopter
crashes so would have to get out whilst
underwater; on two occasions that was
whilst wearing blacked-out goggles. ”
It’s typical of Tony that he doesn’t mention that little snippet until after we’ve
finished. My enquiry as to how he could
neglect to mention that is met with another shrug and: “Well, we all had to do it.”
Fair enough, I’m thinking; but not in
the world that most of us live in. Why
did he leave?
“It was a four-year contract and you
have to go overseas on 6-month stints. I
worked out at 4½ years because I wanted
to stay with the same squadron. Embar-
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kation needed what was called ‘secret
clearance’. I wasn’t an American citizen
at that point and you had to have had
the Green Card for a certain number of
years. That was reduced if you were in
the military.
“Regrets now? Oh yes, to an extent; especially when I’m in contact with friends
who went on to see a lot of action.
“As to this stuff on gun control in the
US: I bother little with current affairs.
I’m a guy who reads the paper from the
back and has a declining interest the farther I get from the sports pages.
“My weapon was an M-16 a2. It’s never
called a gun; it’s ‘my weapon’ or ‘my
rifle’. I also used an M-9 Beretta pistol
which I had to have on the helicopters
because of the enclosed space. But that
clown you were asking about, the guy
who’s on youtube for shooting a sleeping
lion? That’s not even hunting. The guys I
keep in touch with respect their weapons
and know how to use them. They’ll eat
what they kill; it’s not a game for them.
Myself, I don’t keep a gun in the house.
The only things I brought back with me
was a souvenir from Okinawa and an
engraved Ka-bar knife and sheath that
the guys gave me when I was leaving.
[Photo.]
“I wanted to stay in America but my
wife didn’t. And for the sake of the
kids it was the right time to come back
to Ireland. But they remain American
citizens.”
I’m deeply obliged to Tony for this small
insight into what shaped him. But, for
me, what defines him is a conversation I
overheard him in some years back. He was
asking someone about how appropriate it
would be for his son to play a particular
video game. And he was listening intently.
He struck me as a guy who wanted the
best for his son and daughter.
That’s the way he still comes across
to me.
chasbrady7@eircom.net

The 2019 Irish American Hall of Fame Awards Gala

Several members of the Chicago Blackhawks Alumni Association joined in
honoring Sports inductee Olympian Jack O’Callahan (fourth from left)

Family of inductee Kathleen “Kay” McNulty
Mauchly, honored for her contributions to science

Family of science inductee,
Kay McNulty Mauchly,
IAHC Board member, Richard Godley (back center)
and Sarah Godley (Right)

pictures by Colleen
Callahan Gallagher

Hall of Fame committee members, Laura
Coyle and Joan O’Hara and IAHC Executive
Director, Meg Buchanan

Hall of Fame Committee Chair Pam Taylor &
Irish Heritage Center Board Member Tim Taylor

Sidney McCain, daughter of
inductee Senator John McCain,
accepted the award on his
behalf in honor of his
lifetime of Public Service

Hometown Hero Fiona McEntee with Senator
Billy Lawless, a member of the Irish Senate

Master of Ceremonies, WGN radio host Brian
Noonan (R) & Jeff Carlin, WGN radio producer

2014 Hometown Hero, Peter O’Brien and friends gather to honor inductee Fr.
Scott Donahue, CEO, Mercy Home for Boys & Girls
Inductee Fr. Scott Donahue, honored for his
contributions in the category of Religion.

Business & Industry inductee James J. O’Connor,
joined by his family and the Shannon Rovers

IAHC President, Mike Shevlin and Linda Shevlin,
IAHC founding member, Mary McNamara, past
IAHC President, Bob McNamara

S. Kathleen Klingen, OP (third from right) and Adrian Dominican sisters accepted
the award on behalf of inductee Mother Mary Gerald Barry (Education)
Mark Howard, Artistic Director / Founder,
Trinity Irish Dance Company
and the Trinity dancers

Hall of Fame Committee member, Jim Corboy, greets Gala guests,
surrounded by past IAHOF Inductees banners

Josh Hale, President/CEO of Big Shoulders Fund
and friends
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Inductee Pat Roche (Arts & Humanities) was well represented by his family from all over the country.

James Murphy (L), & Patrick DuPont of the
Rochester, NY Catholic Worker accept for
inductee Dorothy Day (Public Service)

The Six Penny Bit
5800 West Montrose 773-545-2033
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Get Your Irish On at Irish Fest July 12, 13 and 14

Get your Irish on at the 34th
annual Irish Fest on July 12, 13 and
14. Irish Fest showcases the finest
in local and international Irish and
American music,
dance and family
activities.
Confirmed
performers are:
Derek Warfield
and the Young
Wolfe Tones, The
Prodigals, McPeake,
Shane Hennessy,
The Byrne Brothers,
Dustbowl Revival,
Tupelo, Rory
Makem, House of
Hamill, The Boils,
Coyote Riot, The
Chancey Brothers,
the Dirty Wellies,
Daymark,The
Dooley Brothers,
Foy School of
Traditional Irish
Dance, Irish
Heritage Singers,
Jim Sullivan and Friends, Kennedy’s
Kitchen, Larkin and Moran Brothers,
McNulty School of Irish Dance,

Misericordia Heartbreakers and
Heartzingers, Mullane Godley Irish
Dance Academy, Mulligan Stew, The
Joyce Boys, O'Hare School of Irish

Irish Dance.
In addition to the stellar
entertainment lineup, the weekend is
packed with fest favorites: Irish and

Dance, St. Stephen's Green, Shannon
Rovers Irish Pipe Band, Trinity
Academy of Irish Dance and Weber

American food and drink from vendors,
cultural exhibits, children’s activities
and vendors and artisans selling Irish

4626 N. Knox Ave., Chicago, IL 60630 • 773-282-7035

gifts. Activities include contests for
adults and children and cultural
exhibits and programs. Wexford
born Chicago photographer Barry
Butler returns with
an exhibit in our Art
Gallery.
Tickets are
$10 in advance if
purchased through
July 11 and $15 at
the door Children
12 and under
are free. Fest
hours are: 6pm to
Midnight on Friday,
Noon-Midnight on
Saturday and Noon11pm on Sunday.
Sunday Mass and
BreakFEST is
at 10:30am. Fest
parking is free
and a shuttle
runs all weekend
from Wilson and
Lamon to the
Center grounds.
To purchase tickets, visit www.
irishfestchicago.com, call 773-2827035 or buy at the door.

www.irish-american.org

President’s Message

“Happiness is neither virtue
nor pleasure nor this thing nor
that but simply growth. We are
happy when we are growing.” –
William Butler Yeats
W.B. Yeats was born 154
years ago this month and
his words still resonate as
we move forward at the Irish
American Heritage Center. We
often talk about growth as a goal along
with all that we do here at the Center,
growth in membership, profitability,
cultural programming, teaching and
learning of our cultural history of dance,
music and language. Growth is good. We
are truly happy when you are growing.
And why shouldn’t we be?
Yet growth creates a challenge that
comes along with it. Along with growth we
need support to help us to grow. Support
to help us to coordinate our efforts in
supporting our mission. Support in aiding
us to maintain our marvelous building.
Support in singing the praises long and
far about all the wonderful things we do
here.
Without going into it further, we need
your help. Can you help as a volunteer
for any of our annual events like Irish
Fest, the Christmas Bazaar, or cultural
programs we hold throughout the year?
We need volunteers to help at all levels
for us to continue to grow these events.
Can you help us as a sponsor or donor
for any of these events or any of the
things we do throughout the year to
cultivate our Irish heritage?
I’d encourage one and all to join us in
continuing to spread our mission to all
those that might not have visited us yet.
If you haven’t already, please do save
the date for the 34th annual Irish Fest

Annual Appeal

The 2018 Annual Appeal Campaign
wrapped up on May 14 with a grand
total of $58,972.85. Thanks to all who
donated and to Pat and Peggy Burke for

July 12-14.
Irish Fest showcases the finest
in local and international Irish
and American music, dance and
family activities. This year’s lineup
welcomes some fresh faces and
some long-time favorites to the
fest, including several bands and
musicians direct from Ireland,
including Derek Warfield and
the Young Wolfe Tones, McPeake, The
Byrne Brothers, Shane Hennessy, and our
old friends Tupelo. The festival committee
is also excited to welcome California
Americana chart-toppers Dustbowl Revival
to the fest for the very first time, as well
as Philadelphia trad band House of Hamill.
The Prodigals, from New York City, return
after several years away from the fest, and
Rory Makem will be there for two not-tobe-missed performances. Of course, the
weekend also features local favorites such
as The Larkin and Moran Brothers, The
Chancey Brothers, St. Stephen’s Green,
Coyote Riot, Kennedy’s Kitchen, and all of
your favorite Irish dance and music schools
and pipe bands.
Check out the website at www.
irishfestchicago.com and our social media
channels for more band announcements,
schedules and discounted pre-sale tickets.
Finally, now is the chance to register
your children for the first annual IAHC
Children's School Summer Camp from
August 5-9. Kids from ages 8-14 will have
the opportunity to learn about Irish culture
as they participate in theatre games, create
Celtic knotwork, learn a jig and more.
Reservations are required, so please
register soon.
Summer time is a great time to visit the
IAHC, so I hope to see you all soon!
Mike Shevlin,President
their matching contribution. Donations are
accepted all year long. Thank you for your
support of the 2018 Annual Appeal.

The Heritage Line Staff
Kathleen O’Neill, Editor
Contributors: Meg Buchanan, Laura Coyle, Catherine Kelly,
Nancy Moore, Sheila Murphy, Mike Shevlin, Becky Tatz

No Cover

Free Parking

JUNE ENTERTAINMENT

Music Starts at 8pm unless otherwise noted

6/1
6/7
6/8
6/15
6/21

Tony Maguire
Francis O'Neill Ceili Mor
David Dunne and Joel Batty
Kathleen Keane and Peter Brady
Larry Nugent and
John McDonagh
6/22 Three Chord Whiskey
6/28 Jeff Ward
6/29 The Joyce Boys
Thursday Night Irish Music Sessions: June 6, 13, 20 and 27

June 2019
6/1
6/5
6/6
6/7
6/15
618
6/19
6/21
6/30
Mon-Fri
Tues
Wed

Thurs

Fri
Sat
Sun

Shamrock American Club Social
ICS Tara Club Senior Meeting
Genealogy Research Night
Francis O'Neill Ceili Mor
Tea with George Sand
Great Famine in Tralee and Kerry Book Launch
Celtic Women International Meeting
ICS Monthly Musical Gathering
Shamrock American Club Meeting
IAHC Board Election Night
Genealogy Meeting

Shamrock American Room 8pm
Room 306
10am
Library
7pm
Fifth Province
8pm
Fifth Province
11am
Library
4pm
Room 304
7pm
Room 306
11am
Shamrock American Room 8pm
Room 306
7pm
Library
1pm

Regularly Scheduled Events

Gift Shop
Nimble Thimbles
Weekly Genealogy Consultations
Spring Watercolor Class (through 6/5)
Traditional Irish Music Session
Na Gaeil Irish Language Class
Nimble Thimbles
Spring Watercolor Class (through 6/13)
Na Gaeil Irish Language Class
Irish Heritage Singers Rehearsal
The Thursday Shindig Music Session
Francis O'Neill Club Ceili
Gift Shop
Na Gaeil Irish Language Class (through 6/1)
Knotwork By Hand and Eye 1: Introduction to Knotwork
(through 6/2)
Celtic Art Portfolio:Open Studies (through 6/2)

First Floor Lobby
4pm-8pm
Room 208
9am-Noon
Library
10am
Room 309
6:45pm
Room 111
7pm
Library and Room 304
7pm
Room 208
7-10pm
Room 309
10:30am
Library
11am
Room 306
7pm
Fifth Province
7pm
Room 111
8pm
First Floor Lobby
10am-8pm
Library
7pm
Room 311
11am

Room 311

1:30pm

Library Hours: Tuesday 10am to 2pm | Wednesday 4pm to 8pm | Saturday 10am to 2pm

4626 N. Knox Ave., Chicago, IL 60630 • 773-282-7035
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Clutter Buster
By Rita Emmett

What I know for sure is that when you de-clutter—whether
it’s in your home, your head, or your heart—it is astounding
what will flow into that space that will enrich you, your life,
and your family. ~~ Peter Walsh

In Praise Of
Wastebaskets
With all the paper that comes
your way, you are receiving more
information in a day than people
received in a lifetime just a few
centuries ago.
So how do you feel about
wastebaskets? That’s right, you
read that correctly - your attitude toward your wastebasket
will have a profound and - yea
verily -- mystical impact on your
paper clutter.
Do not - I repeat DO NOT think of your wastebasket as an
evil enemy who gobbles up all
your important data. It is your
sweet and kind, loyal and true
friend who needs to be nurtured

and fed.
So feed your wastebasket.
There are many wondrous
ways to feed your wastebasket
besides simply tossing in one
piece of paper at a time.
Example: open all your “snail
mail” while standing next to a
waste basket or recycle bin and
get rid of all that junk mail and
catalogs and every other paper
that is not important enough
to take up your valuable time
and valuable space… AND that
you’re never going to have time
to look at.
Don’t let your friend, the
wastebasket, starve. Feed it
regularly every day. Maybe start
a habit of spending 10 minutes
a day on getting rid of your un-

Sláinte with William Kelly Irish
Radio Show Debuts on AM1590 WCGO

Emmy award-winning producer William Kelly is launching a
new show for Chicago’s Irish
community, “Sláinte with William Kelly Irish Radio Show.”
The new program airs weekly on
AM 1590 WCGO and 95.9 FM and
features local Irish musicians,
performers, artists, business
leaders, and Irish products.
“This show is dedicated to
all the music makers and the
dreamers of dreams,” Kelly
says. “There is so much creativity and passion in Chicago’s
Irish community and that’s
what I want to celebrate.”
Kelly says the new show was
inspired by his dear friend
and Chicago Irish matriarch,
Maureen O’Looney, who hosted
the American Irish Radio Network on WSBC-AM for nearly
forty years. “Maureen loved
Chicago’s Irish community and
she was dedicated to the Irish
American Heritage Center,”

says Kelly. “Maureen was my
inspiration.”
Kelly is also a proud member
of the Irish American Heritage

Center and counts as the happiest day of his life the celebration of his wedding to his wife,
Laura Kelly at the Center’s Erin
Room and Fifth Province.
A life-long Chicagoan, Kelly
graduated from Christ the King

necessary papers.
Another way to feed your
friend is something you’ve probably heard many times.
Handle each piece of paper
only once.
That does NOT mean doing the
clutter shuffle and moving that
paper from one spot to another
until you “decide later”.
It means DECIDE NOW – either
read, file, process, respond to
or … feed your wastebasket by
recycling it or tossing it. But
don’t keep moving it around …
avoiding decisions … and simply
doing the clutter shuffle.
Also, buy a wastebasket
for every spot in which paper
clutter accumulates. You might
whine, “But a wastebasket looks
dumb in my dining room.” And to
that I retort, “Pray tell, do you
think all that paper stacked on
your dining room table has an
intelligent look ... as opposed to
that dumb-looking wastebasket?
Now here is some wondrous
facts about wastebaskets: they
come in attractive colors and
styles. Yes, they do. You may
even find one that you love.
BEWARE: When you go on your
wastebasket-shopping-binge,
don’t buy itty-bitty teeny-tiny
grammar school and Quigley
Preparatory Seminary. While
attending Loyola’s Rome Center, he had the good fortune of
meeting Saint John Paul II on
three occasions. He says meeting Saint John Paul II inspired
him to a life of service.
Kelly is the former President
of the Ancient Order of Hibernians, Chicago Division #1,
and the founder of the Mother
Cabrini Chapter of the Knights
of Columbus at Assumption
Church in Chicago – both Catholic fraternal organizations
organized to serve others. Hie
is a member of the Irish Heritage Singers and he has been
involved in fundraising efforts
for Natasha McShane, the Chicago Police Memorial Fund, and
veterans’ charities.
Listen to “Sláinte with William Kelly Irish Radio Show” on
Monday evenings from 9 -11 pm
on AM 1590 WCGO and 95.9 FM.
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Ofﬁce 773.935.4466
Voice Mail: 773.687.5181
Cell: 773.704.4250
Efax: 781.609.9527
Lakeview
1457 W Belmont
Chicago IL 60657

dainty ones unless you have itty-bitty teeny-tiny dainty stacks
of papers.
If you have mega clutter like
most people, then make sure
you have mega wastebaskets
(lots of them) in every place
where paper clutter gathers or
where you open mail. Remember
that your wastebasket is not an
evil monster who eats all your
important data, it is your sweet
friend who needs to be fed and
nourished.
And if you, like me, are committed to being kind to Mother
Earth, then every time you
attack a stack of paper clutter,
have a recycling container right
next to that mega wastebasket.

What’s the heart of the message for this month?
Cultivate A Simple Habit!
Feed your wastebasket
The world won’t end if you get
rid of most of your papers … and
your friend the wastebasket will
be happily well fed.
Rita Emmett is a “Recovering
Procrastinator”, Professional
Speaker, and author of The
Procrastinator’s Handbook and
The Clutter-busting Handbook.
All her books are available on
Amazon.com. To subscribe to
her free monthly “Anticrastination Tip Sheet”, go to her
website www.RitaEmmett.com
To contact her: 847-699-9950
or REmmett412@aol.com
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“No man can discover his own
talents”, Brendan Behan once
said. He was a poet, novelist,
playwright & IRA member. Some
say Ireland’s most colorful writer.
He wrote both in Irish & English.
He was from Dublin (1923-64) but
he lived in various places such
as; America, Kerry, Connemara
& France.
For a small nation Ireland has
produced a higher than average
number of distinguished authors
a few of which include: Frank McCourt, James Joyce, William Butler Yeats, Sean O’Casey, Elizabeth
Bowen, John B. Keane & Maeve
Binchy. I’d like to share some
interesting bits about writers I’ve
heard through the years. Vladimir

“WE’VE ALWAYS BEEN GREEN!”

Nabokov and Gertrude Stein both
liked to write in a parked car.
Truman Capote (novelist) who
wrote, Breakfast at Tiffany’s liked
to have a glass of sherry in one
hand and a pencil in the other.
He was also very superstitious;
he would steer clear of starting or
finishing any writing on any given
Friday. Mark Twain (American
writer & lecturer) loved Bermuda.
The Bermuda triangle or devil’s
triangle is in the Atlantic Ocean
where airplanes/ships are said
to disappear and never to be
found. Finally, Ernest Hemingway
(novelist, journalist from Illinois)
is honored & celebrated in the
sunshine state, they hold a look-alike-contest in Florida every year.

MEMORIALS
FAMILY NOTICES
BIRTHDAY MEMORIES
WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENTS
special reduced rates!

CLIFF@IRISHAMERICANNEWS.COM
847-872-0700

Back to Behan, he was a very
talented writer & playwright. His
parents we’re educated people
and had a love of classic literature. He had a great start in life
as the child of literary aficionados. His family was faithfully
republican & had ties to famous
politically connected people. His
mother was great friends with
Michael Collins (leader of Irish
volunteers). Behan’s uncle was
Peadar Kearney (born Dublin
1883) he was the composer of the
national anthem, Soldiers song.
However Behan had his demons,
he had a drink problem, he often
said it himself. He was arrested
in England with possession of
explosives. He was sentenced to
14 years but didn’t serve the full
sentence he was released under a
general amnesty for IRA prisoners.
A lot of his writing career were

about his prison experiences.
Sadly, he died at a young age, he
was only 41. He said New York was
the greatest city in the world.
Some might argue that and say
Melbourne or Paris is the greatest. Unfortunately, it’s been said
alcohol is a feature of literary life.
Some American writers that also
had a drink problem were: Jack
Kerouac, Edgar Allen Poe, William
Faulkner…
Some of Behan’s books include:
Borstal Boy, (autobiographical
novel & account of his time in jail)
Hold Your Hour and Have Another,
Confessions of an Irish Rebel.
Plays include: The Hostage (An
Giall) & The Quare Fellow. He also
wrote for the Irish Times. Behan’s
niece Janet Behan wrote the play,
Brendan at the Chelsea. It tells
the story of Behan’s residence at
New York’s Hotel Chelsea in the
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60’s. Behan didn’t get on very
well with New York’s Judge James
J Comerford apparently because
Comeford banned Behan from
the 1963 St Patrick’s Day parade
for being a “drunken disgrace”.
In response, Brendan told the
American press that he had a new
theory about what happened to
the snakes when St Patrick drove
them out of Ireland: “They all
swam to America and became
New York judges.” So, a humorous
twist of fate happened when Behan was then invited to the New
Jersey parade and received the
key to the city.
The sobering reality for anyone
that wants to write or publish
anything is that they won’t make
it big or be discovered unless they
get a huge breakthrough. And
even with that most writers must
have a day job. I might even add
some of the appeal about Brendan
Behan was his lifestyle, wit &
antics. I’ll leave you with a few
of his quotes, “Every cripple has
a way of walking”, “Others have a
nationality the Irish & Jews have
a psychosis”, “I saw a notice that
said, “Drink Canada dry”, I’ve just
started”.

Gaelic for the month:
Book-leabhar
Story-sceal
Writer-scribhneoir
Alcoholic-alcolach
“Shut your eyes & see” James
Joyce
If you have any comments,
please email me: Molanive@
yahoo.com

Houli is Doing it Again!
Join radio personality Mike Houlihan for

Houli’s Craic & Music Tour
of Ireland 2019!
October 11 - 19, 2019
$2,585 Per Person from Chicago
Special Musical Guest
Southside Irish Balladeer
Liam Durkin
Liam is visiting Ireland for his first
time! Share the Emerald Isle
experience with this young
troubadour who’s been called the
reincarnation of Gordon Lightfoot
and Paddy Reilly.
The craic will be mighty!

Space is limited!
Sign-up at www.GroupTripsAndTravel.com

This is an exclusive travel program presented by InterTrav Corporation
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Roaming
in the Gloaming
The obsession consumed millions, and zillions more who attained the self proclaimed scholarship of “Game of Thrones.”
They dissected one television
show after another and became fixated on the next. They
gorged, and currently riddled
with anxiety, they face their
addiction as “Thrones” dwindled
to an end in mid-May.
The saga inspired viewers
globally, and ironically its filming
base was the North of Ireland.
“The most exciting part for me
working on ‘Game of Thrones”
is the reality that I was there
every day, surrounded by it all”
declared 25-year old Christopher
Rahill. He studied Video and
Film Production, for four years
at the Institute of Technology in the Republic of Ireland,
Dundalk, County Louth. He has
also worked on a Netflix show
produced in Ireland.
In the North, Belfast Lough
hugs the coastal route up
through Larne past Scotland
to the Northeast tip of Ireland,
flowing into the North Atlantic.
Spending time in that most scenic part of the country, I can attest to the roughness of weather,
rain, fog, rough tides and dampness that lodges into the marrow
of bones. It is not a gentle climate, even in summer. During
an interview Rahill attests to
and confirms my weather memories. “When you’re standing for
ten hours in the freezing cold,
muck everywhere, rain, then
snow, then back to rain, the
word enjoyable was not on the
tip of my tongue.” Following a
long pause the Trainee Assistant
Director for Thrones, declared,
“But looking back, I’ll never
forget the experience.”
He especially enjoyed being a
“stand-in” lining up with the actors, surrounded by the director,
camera crew setting up the shot,
getting movements right for
the actors. “I loved being that

By Estelle Shanley
close to it all listening to their
thought process because that is
ultimately the job I want.”
Rahill recalls one night the
show was shooting way up the
East Coast near Bushmills, home
to the famed Irish Whiskey
Distillery. The day started off
normal, weather nice, calm and
sunny. By the end of the night
however, “It was like a scene
from Jurassic Park”. Rahill describes torrential rain, massive
lights beaming up into the sky

Christopher Rahill
lighting up the rain. “At any moment I thought there was going
to be a T-Rex. It was a textbook
Spielberg scene moment.”
His job also included assignment to the Crowd Department,
otherwise known as the Extras
Department. It involved long
hours, depending on how many
extras were in a scene and their
prepping needs. “Costume, hair,
and makeup for a few hundred
people takes a long time.” In
addition, all the armor, weapons and special effects require
makeup also. This look see into
the innards of one of the most
gripping and successful television series in history, is a combination of awe and wonderment,
or as Rahill quips, “a massive
operation.” And, when all is
ready, the hair, the makeup,
the armor and costuming, it’s a
matter of bringing them on the
set, placing them in positions
mandated by the director, who

prompts on their cue for action
and position.” That process,
Rahill adds, required a small
army of Crowd Assistants.
If filming occurred outside
Ireland, neither Rahill nor his
colleagues traveled. “Here in
Ireland, on any one day there
are hundreds of people, the
bigger the scene, the more crew
is required.” He could not confirm a report that 19,000 extras
worked as assistant directors.
“I couldn’t give a number, but
there are other units shooting
somewhere else in Northern
Ireland alongside our own, so
let’s just say catering had their
work cut out for them.”
Meanwhile, the New York
Times reported last month that
Fender the guitar maker introduced a range of Game of
Thrones” instruments, starting
price a mere $25,000!
Thrones presented a saga of
imagination, mystery, fantasy
and obsessive sleuths pondered who’d survive, and above
all who’d attain the Iron Throne?
Rahill met the majority of the
cast, “All of them very nice.”.
He cites Emilia Clarke, who plays
Daenerys, whom he considered
“very nice.” So nice she distributed a small gift at Christmas
to all the assistant directors.
“It was stamped with her family
crest in wax, which I still have
because I’m 45% geek!”
No reporter worth her salt
would hesitate to inquire whether it was he who left the Starbucks coffee cup on the set.
Rahill’s denial was swift. “I
wasn’t there for that scene, I
think it was a case of fatigue for
the crew. “Watching them you
observe the care and attention
to detail they bring. How it got
past the editing process if a bit
of an ‘Errrrr moment’ .“
The show is over and Rahill
finishes up a short film he wrote
and directed last summer. He
plans to distribute his work it
to the numerous festivals scheduled throughout Ireland. Also,
he’s writing a feature film script
partly set in Los Angeles, collaborating with a Dublin based film
director, Gerard Walsh. Both
men are developing a slate of

TV shows. His personal plea, “
so everybody reading this, cross
those fingers please!”
As the show ended, Christopher Rahill admits he’ll never
forget the experience. “Shows
generally don’t get to the scale
and size Thrones reached”, he
said. “When I’m in the Winterfell Courtyard, it’s a pinch
yourself moment because of how
big the actual set is, and something you’ve only ever seen on
television. It was great watching
seasoned professionals in their
element. All the planning and
logistics that you don’t even
realize is taking place boggles
the mind.

No Comment!

No Kidding: A new Dublin pub
recently opened named The
Virgin Mary Bar. I tell friends,
they laugh heartily assuming it’s
an Irish Joke. No joke! It also
ranks as the first booze-free bar
in the island of Ireland.

Is this blasphemy on two
counts? Naming a pub after the
Mother of God triggers both
mirth and disdain among the
faithful, but how will it sit with
the most influential Catholic
prelate in Ireland, Archbishop
Diarmuid? Will his anticipated
response be tamed by the bar’s
policy of serving non-alcoholic
beverages? It offers a range of
cocktails designed to emulate
the taste and mouth-feel of
alcoholic drinks. For example,
the bar’s Virgin Mary is a hot and
spicy non-alcoholic surrogate
for the traditional Bloody Mary.
Also, a refreshing alternative
to the traditional gin and tonic,
the Cedar’s Spritz is mixed with
non-alcoholic gin and sparkling
wine, also non-alcoholic.
The owners Vaughn Yates and
Oisin Davis were inspired to set
up The Virgin Mary observing a
gap in the market for a no-booze
free venue. Would a better
name be “The Virgin Cocktail?”
Behavior and Attitudes
A recent study in the US reported a sense of doom and
lingering unhappiness among
American respondents. In sharp
contrast, an Irish research agency studying behavior and atti-
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tudes, provides a thumb nail
sketch of relative contentment
and by current international
standards, a quite optimistic
Irish population. Published in
the Irish Times the 2019 annual
study, according to journalist Fintan O’ Toole, “Viewed
through the wide-angle lens of
Irish history, it is hard to think
of a time when Ireland was apparently more free of angst.”
The May killing of a journalist
in Derry was both brutal and
tragic. Lyra McKee, the 29-year
old highly respected reporter,
doing her job witnessing a shootout debacle allegedly spawned
by the so-called New IRA. A stray
bullet found its mark and she did
not survive. Not an assassination, rather an accident, being
in the wrong place at the wrong
time, a seasoned journalist doing her job.
The evolution of Irish food
(thanks be to God!) has been
credited to European Chefs, also
hailed with making the food of
Britain better, The credit really
belongs to significant cooks
in Belgium who worked with
Irish restaurant owners in the
seventies and earlier, urging
them to maintain what was
good in Ireland: lamb, salmon,
fresh butter, fruit, halibut, and
vegetables. The training also
involved techniques for blending
and serving in the international
method. Belfast, once steeped
in political chaos, now a thriving
cultural, intellectual and culinary distinctive metropolitan
city, is home to outstanding
restaurants. The Ox, a Michelin
Starred, decidedly a French
technique eatery while maintaining an Irish distinction, is a
good example.
Here’s A Tip
Be aware when dining in
Ireland, a service charge may
be added to the bill, and one
assumes a share if not all of that
charge goes directly into the
waiter’s pocket. Not so. Seeing
the charge most diners will not
feel obliged to leave a tip. If
lucky, the waiter might receive
half of the in service charge.
Better to ask, better to hand
the waiter a tip for good service.

Irish Fellowship Club to Host Crosstown Classic Party at
Wrigley Field and Annual Golf Outing at Beverly Country Club

As the summer heats up, so do the activities of the Irish Fellowship Club. Appropriately,
the fun includes a visit to the North side for the Crosstown Classic and the South side for the
golf outing.
Club President Kevin Flood has a great night planned on Tuesday, June 18 at Wrigley View
Rooftop, 1050 W. Waveland. The evening starts at 6:00 p.m. and includes a delicious buffet,
beer, wine and soda. The Cubs v. White Sox game begins at 7:05 p.m. Tickets are $180 and are
all inclusive.
The Irish Fellowship Club is pleased to hold its annual golf outing at the prestigious Beverly Country Club on July 15, 2019. The course was originally designed by George O’Neil but
then was redesigned by legendary architect Donald Ross in advance of the 1931 U.S. Amateur
Open. If one can judge a course by the quality of its winning champions, Beverly is in good stead
with Chick Evans, Francis Ouimet, Arnold Palmer and Jack Nicklaus among its winning roster.
Beverly now has three Nobel Laureates. The Irish Fellowship Club’s outing at Beverly is always
a sold out event.
Memberships are available in the Irish Fellowship Club. Besides having numerous events,
the Club raises funds for philanthropic causes in Chicago area, and most importantly provides
scholarship assistance to each of the Catholic high schools in the Chicagoland area.
For more information on the Cubs-Sox game, golf outing and membership, visit the Irish Fellowship website at www.IrishFellowship.com

IFC Annual

GOLF OUTING
at the prestigious

Beverly Country Club

Monday July

15, 2019

Contact Kathy Taylor
to sign up or more info
ktaylor@fuseteam.com

program offering supports to community members

community about memory loss. The Irish Communi-

with memory loss and those who care for them.

ty Services’ website houses an evolving library of

Our Vision

accessible information on memory loss. Memory

Our vision is an Irish community mobilizing to provide meaningful support to those directly and indirectly impacted by memory loss.
Our Mission

We all know that the Irish community in the US is
an aging one. Those that arrived here from Ireland
in the 50s’ and 60’s are now well into their 70’s and
80’s. For many, aging can present certain challenges. While dementia is not a normal part of getting
older, age is the greatest risk factor for developing
memory loss—the older the population, the more
likely it is to have a high prevalence of memory
issues. At Irish Community Services ICS), we know
memory loss is a community-wide problem that
needs an community level response. With that in
mind, ICS is launching Connections—a new

By providing educational resources, direct services,
and opportunities for those impacted by memory
loss to come together, our mission is to forge connections between community members and the
supports they need to meet the challenges of
memory loss.
What Does Connections Do?
Monthly informational articles in the Irish American
News and educational segments on the Good Morning Ireland radio show connect the community to

Enrichment Programs - offered on the north and
south side of Chicago - provide those with memory
loss an opportunity to connect socially, express
their Irish identity, and participate in memory
boosting activities.
Through specific programming and a designated
space, dementia-friendly Irish Fest will offer a way
for those with memory loss to participate in Irish
fest, providing a meaningful connection to their
Irish identity and heritage. Support groups connect
those with memory loss and their care partners to
people in similar situations—participants find emotional support and practical advice .

quality information about memory loss and where

ICS will have a presence at large-scale Irish events

to turn for support. We also use social media like

to raise awareness about memory loss and offering

Facebook and Twitter to educate and inform our

educational resources and supports.

June 2019 Event Schedule:
•

Youth in Action: Saturday, June 1st Viewing of the award winning documentary “Queen of
Ireland”. Starts at 2pm in the IAHC

•

Tara Club Meeting: Wednesday, June 5th at 10am in the IAHC. Presentation on Joint Pain.

•

Immigration Legal Clinic: Sunday, June 9th from 10am-12pm. At HQ of Local 705. By appointment only.

•

Emerald Club: Wednesday, June 12at 10am in Gaelic Park. A viewing of “Fortune’s Wheel”.

•

Monthly Musical Gathering: Wednesday June 19th at 10am in the IAHC. Music by Ray Gavin.

•

ICS Golf Outing: Saturday, June 22nd at Indian Boundary Golf Course. Shotgun start at 12
noon.

ICS cuts the ribbon on our new Community Room!
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This month I am going to
take a break from the Counties and write about farming.
My roots and lifestyle are
in farming, so I have a few
thoughts about this important subject for most Irish
people. With fertile soils,
a moderate climate and
ample rainwater Ireland has
enviable natural advantages for farming. For as long
as people have lived in rural
Ireland, farming the land to
produce food and fuel have
been vital to the Irish. Today,
beef and milk production
are the two most important farming sectors in Ireland, accounting for around
60% of agricultural output.
I was born in Muckalee, Co.
Kilkenny as many of you know
and I started to help on the
farm as soon I could carry,
pull, pick, pile, shovel etc.…I
have learned all the tricks of
the trade in farming. Something I have always admired
about the farm were the
animals on the farm. For example the horse. The horse is
a very smart & keen animal.
Our horse always knew she/
he had a cart behind them
when entering a narrow gateway, the horse knew enough
to allow to make a turn large
enough so as not to get the
cart wheels stuck in the posts
holding up the gate.
Farming requires good
judgement and skillful decision making. The weather has
a huge impact on farming.
Many young farmers attend
agricultural school today. But
years ago, we didn’t go to a
class or school to learn farming. We learned by doing,
by trial and error and from
the collective knowledge of
our family. There was guess
work into farming years ago,
especially when it came to
the weather. My father had

“WE’VE ALWAYS BEEN GREEN!”

his way of predicting weather, he would look at the
mountain of Slieve namon, in
Co. Tipperary. If it was clear
early in the morning, it was
a good day to save the hay.
Nevertheless, farming in
Ireland has changed drastically. A small farm would
typically have five cows, a
few chickens and one horse
and so on. But those days are
long gone. Now those small
farms are extinct. Todays
farmer has maybe eight or
ten small farms combined.
Today in Ireland there are
roughly 150,000 family farms
with an average size of 80
acres per holding. The land
in Ireland is used for agriculture, forest, pasture, hay,
grass, silage, fruit & horticulture. Gross agriculture
output exceeds 8 billion Euros today. It might sound like
a lot of money, but Ireland’s
economy is very dependent
on agriculture. Irish beef
production is predominately
a grass-based system, which
Irish farmers should be very
proud of because in the farm-

ing industry a lot of different
things are going on such as
industrial, factory farming
which isn’t good and less
natural. Ireland is the 4th
largest sheep meat producer
in the European union.
A famous Irishman named
Peter Sheridan (1792 – 1844)
(a sheep farmer) emigrated
to Argentina, along with
hundreds of Irish, thanks
to a land scheme. Today, in
fact, approximately 500,000
Argentines can trace their
ancestry back to Ireland. You
may know or have bought
Kerrygold butter or cheese,
which are two of the bestknown food exports from
Ireland. The company who
produces Kerrygold- “The
Kerry Group” has significant
investments in America and
in fact has a major factory
in Beloit, Wisconsin.
Farming is a big topic
and I have more to write on
the subject for next month.
“Farming is our wisest pursuit because in the end it
will contribute most to real
wealth, good morals & happiness.” Thomas Jefferson. I
hope all my readers always
have healthy food to eat.
If you have any questions
or comments, please call me
as I don’t do email: (708)
425-7021 Tom Butler
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More Irish Radio Shows
Gaelic Park Radio Program WCEV 1450AM – Sunday 7.05pm-8.00pm.
708-687-9323

Ireland Tonight

90.9 FM Mondays 8-10pm Maryann McTeague Keifer
wdcb.org/program/ireland-tonight

A family tradition of Irish Radio in Chicago Since 1951
Jack, Denise, and Ed Hagerty Host

The Hagerty Irish Hour

9 am - 11am Saturdays WPNA 1490 AM

NEW TO THE AIRWAVES!
Windy City Irish Radio
with your hosts Mike Shevlin and Tim Taylor

Every Wednesday Evening: 8 - 9pm
WSBC 1240 AM Chicago
and

WCFJ 1470 AM Chicago Heights
Tune in live each week for the best of Irish culture celebrating music,
books, theater and the arts appealing to all ages in the Irish community.
Visit our website at http://www.windycityirishradio.com/
Or, like us on Facebook
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Hiya friends! Happy June!
You may or may not have noticed, but I have been a busy bee
with school, work, and getting
my website launched the past
few months. I had to take a little
break from the column! Oh have I
missed it! And you!
It is my honor to be back here
writing again, and what a perfect
month to rejoin the IAN community. June! Summer! My birthday
month!
For this month, I wanted to
share with you all the EWG’s
Shopping Guide to buying organic produce. Eating organic is
more beneficial to your health,
and hopefully, after reading this
article, you will have a better
understanding as to why! Enjoy! x
Do you want to live a cleaner,
less chemically filled (organic)
lifestyle but those high price tags
or controversial information keep
you from doing so? Thanks to the
Environmental Working Group
(EWG), there’s a guide to help you
with that!
The Dirty Dozen
and Clean Fifteen
This list ranks pesticide contamination of 47 popular fruits and
vegetables. Making it the perfect
guide to help you decide which
produce is best to buy organic and
which is okay to buy conventional
(and save a little money on).
Living a fully organic lifestyle
simply isn’t attainable for everyone. Organic products are quite
more expensive and there is a lot
of opposing information out there
regarding the organic industry.
Regardless of the controversies,
pesticides used in farming have
been directly linked to a variety
of health issues, chronic diseases,
and several cancers.
A product with the “USDA Certified Organic” stamp guarantees
that what you are buying is highly
regulated and tested for these
chemicals, holding every USDA
Certified Organic farm and company up to high standards.
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ganic or conventional, I highly
highly recommend taking the time
to wash your produce before consumption. This will not only help
remove pesticide residue but also
bacteria, especially E. coli, from
the surface of your fruit or veggie.
Most bacteria will be in the soil
attached to the produce which
makes washing to remove any soil
particularly important. (2)
Also, each piece of produce
goes through a numerous amount
of handling (from the farm to the
grocery store) before finding a
home in your fridge or pantry. Just
think of how many apples you pick
up or roll around until you find the
perfect one. I, for one, touch at
least 5 before deciding which ones
are going home with me. (I have
also been known to accidentally
knock a few on the ground.)
You can find this same article
with a PDF printable version of
the Dirty 12/ Clean 15 on my
website (www.gingerinthecity.
com - which will actually be www.
gingerandroot.com by the time
you read this)!
Catherine Gallagher-The Ginger in the City;
a Chicago dweller and
wellness lover. While
amidst studying Nutrition, she is making it her
mission to help inspire
and motivate others
to live their happiest,
healthiest life..one simple thought at a time.

It is good to note that not all
produce is farmed and grown the
same. If you are wanting to switch
to a more organic lifestyle but aren’t able to do so completely, this
guideline is a great tool to help
you navigate the produce aisle on
your next grocery run.
The EWG provides a yearly
guide based on the results of more
than 40,900 samples of produce
tested by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and the Food and Drug
Administration.(1)
The USDA and Environmental
Protection Agency work together
to identify foods to be tested for
pesticides on a rotating basis.
Nearly 70 percent of the produce
sold in the U.S. comes with pesticide residues, according to EWG’s
analysis of test data from the
Department of Agriculture.(1)
Overall, the USDA
found 225 different pesticides and pesticide
breakdown products
on popular fruits and
vegetables Americans
eat every day. Before
testing, all produce is
washed and peeled, just
as people would prepare
food for themselves. AfSERVE | EMPOWER | CONNECT
ter these preparations,
pesticide residues are
An Immigration and Social Services Provider
still detected on many
of the fruits and veggies
which shows that simple
For more information visit: SERVICES INCLUDE:
washing does not rewww.irishchicago.org ♦ Immigration and naturalization services
move all pesticides.(1)
The items, deemed
4626 North Knox Avenue ♦ Irish Chaplain offering pastoral
the “Dirty Dozen”, is a
and counseling services
Suite 301
list of produce with the
♦ Full time Irish social worker providing
Chicago, IL 60630
most pesticide residue
social services
(produce you should
(773) 282-8445
opt to buy organic).
♦ Seniors outreach program serving
(888) 353-2447
Whereas the items the
over 80 seniors weekly, including guest
fax (773) 282-8446
EWG identified as the
speakers and live events.
“Clean Fifteen“, reports
info@irishchicago.org
♦ Innovative student exchange program
the produce least likely
Hours 8am-4:30pm
pioneered with Department of
to contain pesticide
Foreign Affairs, Trinity, NUIG and UCC
residue (making it okay
ICS is a 501(c)3 not for profit
to buy conventional).
charitable organization
♦ J-1 student assistance
Whether you buy or-

Follow her on Instagram - @gingerandroot
- on Facebook @Ginger
& Root - or her NEWLY
launched website - gingerandroot.com - for
healthy recipes, tips,
tricks and her everyday shenanigans! For
comments, questions,
or just for a little chat,
feel free to email her at
catherine@gingerinthecity.com.
References:
1) https://www.ewg.
org/foodnews/
2) https://www.nhs.
uk/live-well/eat-well/
how-to-wash-fruit-andvegetables/

Scottish
Festival &
Highland Games
Friday June 14
Saturday June 15
Hamilton Lakes, Itasca

scottishfestivalchicago.org

